
SENATE ...... No. 300.

Office of the State Board of Health,
State House, Boston, Jan. 10, 1903.

To the General Court of Massachusetts.
I have the honor to transmit to the Legislature the report of the

State Board of Health required by the provisions of chapter 75,
section 115, of the Revised Laws, bj which the Board is required
annually “ to make a report to the General Court of its doings for
the preceding year ” with reference to water supply, sewerage and
sewage disposal and the protection of the purity of inland waters.

Respectfully,

SAMUEL W. ABBOTT,
Secretary of Slate Board of Health.

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
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The State Board of Health herewith presents a report of its
doings in the year 1902 under the provisions of laws relating tc
the protection of the purity of inland waters and requiring con-
sultation with the Board regarding the establishment ot systems of
water supply, drainage and sewerage.

The Board has received 93 applications during the year for advice
with reference to water supply, drainage and sewerage, and the pre-
vention of the pollution of streams. This number includes those
applications presented under special acts of the Legislature for the
approval of plans of proposed systems of water supply, drainage
and sewerage ; also applications made under the provisions of law
relative to the protection of sources of water supply, for advice
relative to ice supplies, the location of public institutions and other
sanitary matters. The action of the Board upon these matters is
presented in this report. The other work carried on by the Board
under the sanitary laws relating to the protection of the purity of
inland waters will herein be briefly referred to, but the details of
this work will be presented, as usual, in subsequent reports.

Water Supplies.

The waters of nearly all the sources of public water supply of
the cities and towns of the State have been examined at least once
during the year by means of a chemical analysis of samples of the
water sent to the laboratory of the Board by the water works
authorities. The total number of such sources exceeds 245. In
some cases, where the water appears to change little from time to

me. only occasional samples have been examined, but in ca;time, only

where the water is liable to change in quality samples have been
collected more frequently, and in oases where the results are ot
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general interest or value examinat
once a month, and sometimes mon

ns have been made as often-as
frequently during a portion of

the year. Most of the samples .
reservoirs are examined microscopi.
and condition of the organic matter

surface waters in ponds and
lly, to determine the character
iresent therein.

)1

Public Water Supit.itPurification of the Water
f the Merrimack RiverThe results of the filtration of th

supplied to the city of Lawrence
usual during the year by means of

.eon carefully observed as
al and bacterial analyses
I at various points in the

m

of the water before and after Ultra
ity.

Ipswich, in co-operation
ition of the water of that

Investigations have been carried
with the town authorities, upon the
town, which has at times a disagree

n at

un

and odor.do
Investigations have also been I 01 it Reading, to determinen

a practicable means of purifyin
excess of iron, without renderin

ter, now affected by an
sively hard, which is one

tl
\

f the principal objections to tl now in use of purifyinghod
that water.

At Midclleborough, also, where is affected by an excesiwat
of iron, experiments upon the ren
early part of the year.

he iron were made in theil of

Examination Ri r
lysis at regular in-Samples of water have 1

tervals and at sev re principal rivers

especially those which are pollu
A special examination xvas als

v

g the drier portion of
here they are pollutedthe year of nearly all of the rive pon

by sewage and at several point the pollution enters
the stream. In connection wit! ations many samples

the condition of theof water were collected for am

ere made of the flow ofitream, and in most cases measurerm

the stream and of the quantit
formation was also collected

age discharging into it. In-
provided with

ies and towns, and as to thewerage facilities in the var'
manufacturing wastes and other pollutions dischargeirged into the

wers or the stream
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The only notable change effecting an improvement in the condi-
tion of any of those streams in the State which are excessively
polluted by sewage, and to which reference has been made in
previous reports, has been the completion of works fdr the puri-
fication of the sewage formerly discharged by the city of Pittsfield
into the Ilousatonic River through the east and west side trunk
sewers of that city. The purification Avorks have been in constant
operation for about three months.

Examination oi Seaver Outlet

About 92 cities and toAvns in the State are provided with systems
of sewerage, about one-quarter of Avhich have purification works,
and the remaining places discharge their seAvage untreated into
rivers or harbors, some of the larger cities and toAvns having as
many as 30, or even more, seAver outlets, so that the number in the
aggregate is a large one

The examination of the A'arious outlets and the effect of soaati

disposal in the State has been continued through the year. OAving
to the fact that the floAv of streams in the summer of 1902 Avas not
unusually loav, the conditions at many of the outlets were not as
bad as sometimes exist at those places.

Neton Rivei
By the provisions of chapter 541 of the Acts of 1902 the State

Board of Health is “authorized and directed to prohibit the
entrance or discharge of seAvage into any part of the Neponset river
or its tributaries, and to prevent the entrance or discharge therein
of every other substance Avhich may be injurious to public health

Alice or to obstruct the flow ofor may tend to create a public nui
Avater, including all evaste or refuse from any factory or other estab-

ycd, unless the owner thereoflishment Avhere persons arc emplo
shall use the best practicable and
render such Avaste or refuse harmle;

reasonably available means to

insult and advise Avith any suchThe Board is also directed to
owner at his request or of its oavh motion as to the best practicable
and reasonably available means of rendering such Avaste or refuse
harmless, etc.

Much Avork has been done during the year in making the investi-
gations necessary in order to carry out the provisions of section 1
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of this act, and some work has already been done under the pro-
visions of section 2 in advising as to the purification of manufac-
turing wastes.

The problem of disposing of the wastes from manufacturing
establishments in this valley is, in many respects, complicated and
difficult. In some of the factories great quantities of water are
used, amounting in some cases to nearly the whole flow of the river
in dry weather, and this water is, in most cases, very seriously pol-
luted in the processes in which it is used. It is necessary that such
water shall be purified if the offensive condition of the stream is to
be removed, and at the same time it is necessary that the water
shall be returned to the stream after purification for use by manu-
facturers below. Some of these w;
cult to purify, and while the Board
carried on at Lawrence for many y

astes are known to be very diffi-
as a result of its experiments
ars, has made available a large
it of the purification of manu-amount of experience on the subj

facturing wastes, each case of str am pollution by manufacturing
considerable extent, a problemwaste in this valley presents, to a

of its OAvn, and it will still be necessary in most cases to make
experiments with the waste and with the actual conditions existing
at the different factories before it will be practicable to carry out

preventing the pollution of the
e removal of all of the pollution

the provisions of the act relative to
river by manufacturing wastes. T1
of this stream by domestic sewage or matters discharged through

ing the manufacturing wastes, is
iffect in improving its condition.

sewers, without purifying or remov
unlikely to have a very noticeable c

Sewage Purification System

The condition of the various works for the purification and dis-
posal of sewage has been examined, and samples of the sewage and
of the effluent discharged from these works collected at regular in-
tervals have been sent to the laboratory of the Board and analyzed
during the year.

There are in the State about 24 cities and towns in which the
sewage is purified or subjected to some form of treatment for the
removal of organic matter before discharging it into a stream.
There are also several large public institutions having sewage purifi-
cation works, most of which have been examined during the year.
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Taking of Shell-fish Contaminated WatersFI m

By the provision ;otion 113, of the Revised1

Laws the taking of shell-fish
limited upon request of the St
present year further examinati
various polluted flats, to deter

mtaminated waters may be
oard of Health, and during the
ave been made of shell-fish from

at

the effect of the pollution and
ell-fish from polluted flats and
nations have been made to doter-

the possible dai
waters. In this connection i
mine the probable effect of o: ng upon harmful bacteria
contained in such shell-fish

WWei ater

In order to learn tl of the water in wells used by
minifies which are not providedpeople living in thickly

with public water supp
n

nation was begun early in theXi

wells in 16 villages located inyear of the waters of about
various parts of the State,
from each of these Avells at inf
and bacterial analysis, the resi

valuable in the information t

1

water have been collected
s during the }r ear for chemical
f which are very interesting and
;i ve as to the character of well
nities. The results will be pre-
ort.

i va

waters in thickly populated
sented in detail in a subseqr

mu

t in

EWAGE AND WATERExperiments upon the Pru TIONii A

i of sewage and manufacturingExperiments upon the purif
waste have been carried on at <awrence Experiment Station as

lave been directed especially to
u

in previous years. Investigat
a study of the various method.- uirifying sewage at rapid ratesif

n of water polluted by sewageExperiments upon the pur
have been carried on as in
been made as to the removal c
in many waters of the State.

li ati

is years, and studies have also
nic and coloring matters found

re vie

T:

riments and with other inyesti«;a-In connection with t
tions relative to advising cit nd towns and others as to water sup-

ny chemical and bacterial analyses
ent Station, and investigations have

ply, drainage and sewerage, ma
have been made at the Experimc
been carried on there as to the
bacteria found in sewage and pc

i effect of heat, cold, light, etc., on
llutcd streams and ponds.
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Microscopical Analyses.

the waters examined chemi
Chemical and

The following is a list of
laboratory at the State llou

11V ,t 11
during the year

From existing water supplk
From natural ponds, .

From storage reservoir
From feeders of ponds and reser
From ground-water supplies.

From distributing reservoirs and
From streams,

.

Special ii
Filtered wate

Total existing water supplie

In connection with investigate
With reference to pollution of st
In connection with examination
With reference to sewage purifk
From underdrains beneath sewe

In connection with examination;
In connection with investigation

In connection with examinations
In connectionwith examinations
Miscellaneou;

Total
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ADVICE TO CITIES AND TOWNS

Under Revised Laws (chapter 75, section
s required to

the provisions of the
State Board of Health117) tilt

consult with and advise the authorities of cities and towns and persons
having, or about to have, systems of water supply, drainage or sewerage

to the most appropriate source of water supply, and the best method of
id of disposing of their drainagev

ir sewage with reference to the existing and future needs of other cities,
ereby. It shall also consulttowns or

age in any manufac-with and advise persons engaged or intending to engag

turing or other business whose drainage or sewage may tend to pollute any
water as to the best method of preventing such pollution, and it

methods of the purificationlay con

disposal of drainage or sewage. No person shall be required to bear
the expense of such consultation, advice or experiments. Cities, towns
and persons shall submit to said board for its advice their proposed system
of water supply or of the disposal of drainage or sewage, and all petitions

ty to introduce a system of water supply,
nied by a copy of the recommen-

laid board ther

During the year 1902 the Board has given its advice to the fol-year

lowing cities, towns and persons who have applied for such advice
under the provisions of the general act (Revised Laws, chapter 75,

iction 117) or under special acts relating to water supply and
sewerag

Official communications were made during the year under the
provisions of acts relating to water supply as follow

Adanis Fin
Ashfield.

Distri Deerfield (South Deerfield Water Sup-ict

ply District) (two
Bedf Eve
Brookline ( Holze t Electric ( Framingham (Dennison Manufacturing-{

Companypa
Concord (Mas W. J. Whiting)Reformateusett

MitCc Gloui
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Greenfield (Wiley & Russell Manufac-
turing Company).

Norton
Palmer

Hadley. Plymouth
Hingham Roc

ary (WmHolyoke (two) iha
Holyoke (Wm. Skinner Manufacturing

Company).
Scitu

Southborough.
Springfield (tvLawrence (two) )

Leominst lighten

lie MiLexington Sturbridge (T Isd

Lynnfleld (J. F. Smith)

Manchester (tw Low
Watertown (Hale HeMilford 1

Milton (thr Wellesley (AVellesley College

Milton (Oliver H, Flander Whately

Montague (Miller’s Falls Company) Whitn
Nantucket (Siascon W
Natick

Official communications were made during the year und
eral and special acts relating to sewerage and sewage disj: ;al.

follows

Bridgewater
Hull (Fort 1
Lancaster,

ittSw

Taunt
Manchester (Essex County Glut Wal

Wei
Wes

Maynard (American Woolen Company
Northbridge (Whitinsville).

)

Plymouth (two) Wrenthar

Replies were also made during the year in answer to applications
from the following authorities and individuals for advice relative tc
sources of ice suppl
Boston (the Commonwealth Hygienic Holyoke (board ofhealth)

Ice Company). Mar
Easthampton (Delos T. Pepin) New Bedford (board c alt a)

Franklin (board of health

Replies were also made in answer to applications for advice rela
tive to the pollution of ponds, streams and other bodies of water,1 w
as follow
Agawam. Harwich (Wychmere Harbor"

HudscCharles River Dam Committe
Cohasset (the cemetery comu Manehest :r

Hyde Park (three)
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Mattapan Improvement Associa Westborough (two
West Springfield.

.ion

N
WeymoiNortl

Walthar

sanitary protection of sources of
Rowing authorities :

theRules and regulations for
water supply were made for t K

jf TauntonWater CommisWater Commissioners of Rockport

ation of a tract of land in Graf-hThe Board also approved
ton, Westborough and Shrew
insane in connection with the

vy, proposed for a colony of theu
trcester Insane Asylum\\

Wa Suppiu

jf the action of the Board during
lions for advice relating to water

The following is the substa
the past year in reply to ap
supply :

plic

Ai vA
Nov. 6,1£

To the Prudential Committee oj t
Gentlemen : —-The State I n Se1

11tember 9 an applic T
to introduce a syof the Revised I

lams, and requesting the advice oftern of water supply in the town
ipplthe Board as to the most appropriat

Some time before the application received test wells had been suw

lort distance above Cheshire Harbcin the valley of the Hoosick River a
;ed samples of water sent in by you
on after the application was received

and at your request the Board .us

from these wells to be analyzed Soi

examined by its engineer, and acldi-
ted for analysis after water had been

the Board caused the locality to be
tional samples of water tc

for a considerable time. The evi-flowing continuously from the w
rom these wells and by the freedomdence furnished by the rate of flow

m them indicates that a large yield1 fwith which -water could be pump
und at this placeof water can be obtained from

The water of all the sampb
rc

■eted was found, upon analysis, to be
ite hard, and the hardness increasedclear, colorless and odorless, bu

dad been flowing from the wells.
;e to pump water from these wells

after a considerable quantity of w
The Board is informed that y

to the town after itinto Bassett Brook Reserv
rvoir. The results of numeroushas mingled with the water of t

, one of your present sources, show
rts per 100,000 during the dry por-

analvses of the water of Bassett Br
that its hardness averages al
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tion of the year, and the water of the Dry Brook source is somewhat harder
Measurements of the flow of the streams show that the yield of the B,
sett Brook source was less than 300,000 gallons per day and that of Dry
Brook less than 100,000 gallons per day, and if the consumption of water
in the town is as great as it was found to he from measurements mac
in 1895, and the indications are that it has not decreased, a ver
large proportion of the water used by the town in the summer
will, in the future, be obtained
these conditions, the hardness o

■om the proposed new wells. Unde
be water supplied to the town in th
atly from time to time. At times o
if the brooks is likely to supply neaiT
times of very dry weather the greate

r

summer season is likely to vary gr

high flow in the streams the yield v
uired, while in r

portion of the supply will come from
While sudden changes from hard t

the new w
ft and again to hard water a

garded as undesirable, the data at ha nd are not sufficient to prove that tin
3 reservoir, and its consequent variamixture of hard and soft water in th

tion in hardness, will be prejudicial to health. The Board
n that the proposed arrangement will be an improvement upon tl

'tion as permissible under the circuupresent system, and regards its adof
stances, but in making any future hange in your sources of water sup V

the Board would advise that you procure a water of less hardness and mor
constant in character

Ashfield
March 6, 1

To E. D. Church, A. C. Howes and F 11. Smith /

/ A

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health has considered your a

cation for advice 'with reference tc water supply for the villagpra

Ashfield, to be taken from Tayl • Brook, so called, located south-west-
-1 the proposed source to be examinederly from the village, and has cai

and water to be analyzed. The Board has also caused
examinations to be made of the w rs of Creamery and Bear Swam];t

brooks, referred to in the report f your engineers accompanying the
application.

The results of the analyses of sam les of water from these sources indi
li water of good quality for the supcate that either of them would furni

ply of Ashfield. The water of Creamery Brook was of considerably bette
quality than that of the other two sources at the time these examination

r

were made, and the water of Tayloi
colored than that of Bear Swamp
organic matter than the water of

Brook, while somewhat softer ai

Brook, contained a larger quantity of
the latter source and a considerably

larger quantity than the water of Creamery Brook. Bear Swamp Brook
has a larger water-shed than either of the others, but it is probable, so far
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available to the Board, that a suffi-as ion

f Ashfleld could be obtained fromcient quantity of water tor the supp iIV

ither of th
It is not m examinations made at this season

the water of these sources at other
n account of the depth of snow, t

water-sheds to determine which of
th iesirable one for Ashfield

ier examinations of the waters ofThe Bo ir

the Board will make the necessaryai

t the sampleanalyses of these waters if you w

Be |RDE
Oct. 2, 190:

LI d.

request for an examination of theGentlem
Bedford, whiclwate

a well located on the premises of
B. Pr the central portion of the village,

surroundings to be examined and athe Board
■d

Pile i iat the water entering this well hast

id partially purified in its passagebeen ser
throng A w such an analysis, with cesspools andliavi

id, cannot be regarded as a safeother at

dr ink in
1 advise t iply of water for the schools be

i a source of known pu The open space south-west fromit

the sch im any evident source of pollu-
a wcn

n analyses of water from sources youn

rroundings, give promise of safety.may

Brookline ( lolzei Cabot Company)
Nov. 6,19C

line , Mass,BratTo the / (

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health has considered your appli-
cation for advice as to the quality of the drinking water of two driven
wells on the premises occupied by the company between Station Street
and Andem Place in Brookline, and has caused the locality to be exam-

;d by one of its engineers and samples of the water of the wells to beined

analyzed.

ly populated part of Brookline, andThe wel arc in a dens

the analys evidently at some time been greatlyshow that the water h
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■t completely purified inpolluted by sewage and i
ground to the wells.

n 13

Board thIn the opinion of the
drinking.

water cannc

Concord (Massachusetts Reformatory

Mr. Frederick G.PettigroTo the Bi T

f Health iGentlemen: —The St ate Board Oc

1902, an application stating that unde )lv

passed by the General Court of 1902 you
bility and expediency of supplying the M
Concord with water from Na Acton

and Littleton, anti requesting the advice c
posed source of supply. Subseque
pond, and the location and profile of a proposed pipe line from the pondml

matory

n response to your applicatior
surroundings to be examined b

dand information submit
pond>f the water of t

three y

idThe results of th VS'

otherw 111I 11

timon with most su
and odor, due probably to th
results of the microscopical
it contains very large nu

unlikely, judging from these exami
ably affected by taste or odor excel) if

The pond will yield a
for the supply of the Massachusetts Reformatory, and, in the opinion o
the Board, the pom

tion.
The right to take a part or

been granted to the town of Concord (c A
and the Board is informed that th v

from the pond by that town has b
the town of Concord will requir
future, and the construction of
and reformatory would materiall k the cost
were made for an equitable division

The water-shed of Nagog Pond contains a very small population, but
there are many cottages about its short
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.ud it will be necessary, if t pond is to be used as a sourcele

apply, that control be obtained
distance back from the water t

f the shores of the pond for a
vent pollution from cottages) prevent pollution irom cot

boating, fishing and bathingaiding to the pond f<thfr r

abtaining a supply of groundWhile tests have been made with a v w

institution, without favorat results, further investigationswat ic

might show that it is practicable t in an ample quantity of groundit

from some place in its neigh-water for the supply of the reformatory
ground ter would be more satisfactory/V wl

taste and odor, than the waternt of its freedom at all time m

,nd the cost of wc ataming a ground-water supr c

what less, -on the whol than the cost of a supply fromv

Nagog For
dies arable, in the opinion of theIn view of the circumstances, it seem

I r investigations sh made with a view to obtaining
a supply of ground water, in order that th a, supply may be

water from Nagog Pond.compared with the cost of works for taking

Concord ( Middle School)x■E

Jan. 1,190:

To Mr. Fr bdkkick Winsor, Head Ml 1/

Dea alth received from you on JuneSir : The State Board of H
ication for advice wit h reference to a system of water1901

x School in Cor 1, containing the following out-he Mapply ar!C

posed pla

rind by means of driven wells orIt is proposed to secure a supply from the gr
ncer Brook or the valley abovead, either from the valley 1 Sp

Bateman’s Pond
red in eitherTest wells are to be driven at once to ascer ;ain if water can

location and which location is the best
rovide a supply for the u e of about 260 people, and such usi

ired. After the tests are made,
ed for your examination.

the school as may be de
atisfactory, plans will be prepar

niently test wells were driven at the places indicated in yourSu
an, and the Board caused an examination of the locality to beapph

made by one of its engineers and samples of water from some of the
test wells and from Bateman’s Pond and Spencer Brook, two surface

analyzed. The results of therces in the neighborhood, t bewat

analy were sent to your engineer

itructed for the purification of theSince that time a filter has been con
r of Bateman’s Pond, which is now being used as the source of water

af this pond is uninhabited exceptThe water-shedpply

■wage from them conveyed out ofat the school buildings, and with all
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at time to dan-the draii
,bis water shoVl

colored and con
>wmer

that its quality is greatly improved, although it has occasionally a notice
able odor when heated. In other respects the filtered water is of good

purpo;
Pond watc it

din the warmer pbecome nearly devoid

T1

ar

ie quantity of water required by the schoolreceive

does not m

Deerfield (South Deerfield Water Supply District)

Gentlemen : —T m you on Slay

190 1

in IV (

The Board
water to be

analyzed

r, colorlen

It does ik ave been made of the now of

idged f will
umish, thr it q

village of South I)i

that the natural vie
lout special difficulty by

;e reservoir. In the opinion of the Boardconstructio
Roaring Bro apply for the village of
South Deerfield

Owing to the people resort to Whately
t the intake- of the SouthGlen in the summer

Deerfield w n frequented

Boardvisitors
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would advise that the water be taken at a point higher up stream than
indicated on the plan submitted. It will also be necessary to guard

rtion of the source from any of the buildings on thishe sour
hewater-shed abovt

Plans have also been submitted to this Board by the town of Whatelyn submitted tc

for the use of Roaring Brook as a source of public waterpublic water supply. The
ion of the town of Whately at the present time is small, and, while

r elevation than South Deerfield,principal v
E Brook at a sufficient elevation so thatwater c

What ravity

The Board is of the opinion that Roaring Brook is an appropriate source
if water supply both for South Deerfield and Whately, and, in case the

yield of this stream should at any time prove inadequate, it can be
difficulty by the construction of a storage reser-spc
T 1voir on the water-shed. There appears to be no other equally appropriate1. there appear

rc w

I is of the opinion that, if the right
ply from Roaring Brook shall be granted to South

Whately should not be excluded from taking aDee
supply of water from this source if it should desire to do so.1

Nov. 6,19(1

To Messr BiJ NEIVP. TV C. F. Billings, Board of Water Com-
■ld Water Supply District.

EI I

Genti Health received from you on Oct.ardNSI

23, 1902, a communication relative to obtaining the consent of the Board
to the taking of the waters of Roaring Brook and its tributaries in Deer-

eld and in Whately as a source of water supply for the South Deerfieldiiirce of

Water Supply District, and for the approval of the location of a proposed
dam and reservoir under the provisions of chapter 486 of the Acts of the
year 1902, and soon afterward plans were received showing the proposed

u and reservoir on Roaring Brool
The I be examined by its engineer, and,locality t

aving carefully considered the proposed plans, hereby consents to tl
South Deerfield Water Supply District, as a source of waterr

supply, of the waters of Roaring Brook at a point shown upon a plan
entitled “Map of Whately Glen and Vicinity, including Site of Proposed
Reservoir for South Deerfield Water Works ; scale, 100 feet to an inch,
Clapp & Abercrombie, Engineers, Greenfield, Mass.,” filed in the officeneers, (

of this Board Oct. 24, 1902, and approves the location of the dam and
reservoir shown upon the said plan
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Ev ETT,1

Dec. 4, 190;
Works of the ( •)f EveretTo the Board of

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health received from you ou Septem-
est for au analysis of the water of a drinking fountain in the

tv of Everett located near the corner of Church andiplied from a sprinti

iur request has caused the conditionsLinden streets, and in response to y
amples of the water to be analyzed.about the spring to be examined and
t the water is clear, colorless andThe results of the analyses show th

odorless, and lius but little organ matter, but has evidently been atout

polluted by sewage though at the time these examina-tlyme tnn

well purified in its passage through,tcr was beiiutltions were mat

the ground bef In the state in which it was foundintering the sprint
lalyses were made the water of this spring is probablyat the tin:

ate for drinking. The danger in the use of such water for drinking is
that a change in circumstances attending its pollution may result in imper-
fectly purified water finding its way to the spring, and, even if frequent
analyses of the source should be made, such deterioration might not be
detected in season to prevent harmful results from the use of the water.
Water from the metropolitan works is available for the supply of this
fountain, and under the circumstances the Board would advise that tin

in question as a source of drinking water supply should
be discontinue

Manufacturing Company)m (The DennFramin' Nhi

Ana. 7, 1

To Mr. Charles S. Dennison, Treasurer Dennison Manufacturing Comna
B

Dear Sir: —In response to your request of June 6 for a further
examination of the water of the driven well at your factory at South
Framingham, the Board has caused two samples of the water to be ana-
lyzed, one on June 16 and another on July 24. Comparing these results

sis of a sample of water collected on Augwith the resu
30, 1901, it is found that there has been a marked change in the quantity
of iron present in the water, the quantity present in the sample collected
in 1901 being excessive, while in the two samples recently collected the
quantity of iron found was insignificant. The presence of the iron in the

r rendered the water turbid and colored, while at
and colorless. In other respects ththe present time the water is clear

ige in the quality of the water fromrecent ai

its condition at the previous
irable drinking water, thoughAs stated last year, th

it state unsafe for drinking. If thisit cannot t ;d in its pr
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water is to be used for drinking it should be analyzed from time to time
in order that its use may be discontinued if deterioration in its quality
3CCUI'

Franklin
May 1,19C

Ma.To William J. Whitin I

Dear Sir: —ln response to your application of April 23 for advic
with reference to the quality of the water of a well located on t
■lcCarthy Street extension in Franklin, the Board has caused the well an
ts surroundings to be examined and a sample of the water tobe analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water of the well is grossly
polluted by sewage, apparently derived from the sink drains and privies in
its neighborhood.

The Board would advise that further use of water from this well for

drinking or cooking be prevented.

Gloucester.
May 15, 1902.

To the Water Commissioners of the City of Gloucester.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you on May 3,
1902, an application requesting the advice of the Board as to the treat-
ment of the bottom of the new Haskell’s Pond basin at West Glouces-
ter, now being constructed for the storage of water for the supply of
the city of Gloucester.

You state that the bottom is covered with mud to a depth of from a few
inches to several feet, and you request advice as to whether, if the sides
of the reservoir should be grubbed and cleaned some 15 or 20 feet below
the flow line and the bottom not disturbed, the preparation of the reset
voir for the storage of water would be sufficient.

The Board has caused the bottom of the reservoir, which is now exposed
and well drained, to be examined by its engineer, and has considered the
□formation presented as to the conditions existing in this reservoir and the
xperience with other storage reservoirs in the State. It appears that
he portions of the Haskell’s Pond Reservoir which formed the bottom of

the old pond, containing about 25 acres, are covered with mud or peat
containing a great quantity of vegetable matter. While this matter would
be covered -with water at all times to a depth of several feet, even when
the reservoir is drawn down to the lowest level to which it is likely to he

drawn, the Board is of the opinion that, if the reservoir should be con-
structed leaving this portion of the bottom as it now is, the water would
be very unfavorably affected thereby.

On account of the depth of this material it is not practicable to remove
it, but it could be covered with sand or gravel from the adiacent slopes of
the reservoir so as to prevent the water from coming in contact with it
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when the reservoir is filled. If this material should be ■ovored

if one foot, and the stumps removed from the slopes of the reservoir, the
Board is of the opinion that the water furnished by this source would be o
much better quality than if the bottom should be left in its present state,
though the water might at times have a noticeable taste and odor

GREENFIELD (WILEY & IvUSSUI i. Manufacti (KIN( NV)M I

To Mr. Charles P. Russell, Presid< 'I
Ma i/

Dear Sir : In response to your request for advice as to the q
the water of a spring on the hillside in the rear of your factory at Cireci
field, which is used for drinking pur in the factory, the Board h

aused the locality to be examined an sample of water from the sprin.
to be analyzed

The results of the analysis show that the water is soft and in ot
respects of good quality for drinking purpi aid tia i ixa

surroundings of the spring does n how at th t t in na-V

tion which threatens serious pollution of the spri In tl
the Board the water is safe for drinkir

Hadley
M

To John J. Sullivan, Daniel O’Connell, Jr., and KiJJo 11 T1'
/

/

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health received from you on Feb-I

i application for advice wit i referei

ply for the town of Hadley, t i from l'i I H
in the south-easterly part of the towr ,nd h

id ssurroundings to be examined by

be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show rat the water at tn

tion was made was soft and had but little color, ai t t ruai

organic matter present was small. An examin ii

shows, however, that this brook is exposed to i
from a house and stable near the shore of Pratt’s I
fish hatchery located at a pond on
proposed source. The danger of pc
probably be avoided by moving th

the stream a shor

ution from the far
barn to a new locrn to a nc

highway and providing a suitable m
from the house. It does not appear to be practicable, howev
clanger of pollution from the fish hatchery as carried on at present, and
the Board does not at present advise the use of Hart’s Brook as a source
of public water supply for Ha
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Hie Board has also caused an examination to be made of the water of a

tributary of Hart’s Brook from the south, which enters the main stream a
little over half a mile below Pratt’s Pond. This tributary has a somewhat
larger drainage area than Hart’s Brook at Pratt’s Pond, and it is probable
that a somewhat larger yield of water could be obtained from it than from
Pratt’s Pond. The drainage area of this tributary is uninhabited, and the
only danger of pollution to which the water may be exposed at present is
the manuring of cultivated fields on the water-shed. The quality of the
water is about the same as that of Hart’s Brook, as shown by the analysis
of a single sample collected recently.

Judging from the investigations thus far made, the Board is of the opin-
ion that the tributary of Hart’s Brook referred to would be a suitable

urce of water supply for Hadley, but would advise that further analyses
if the water of this source be made. The Board will make the necessary
.nalyses if you will collect the samples.

H INGHAM.
Dec. 20, IflC

To the Eingham Water Company, Bingham, Ma
Gentlemen : The State Board of Health received from you on Oct

15, 1902, an application for advice relative to increasing the quantity and
improving the quality of the water supplied to Hingham and Hull which
contains the following outline of your proposed plan

The plan for increasing the quantity and improving the quality of the supply of
the Hingham AVater Company is essentially' as follows;

To convey the water of Accord Brook to, and distribute it over, a portion ol the
valley of Fulling Mill Brook, lying to the east of Main Street, between Main
Street and Fulling Mill Pond.

It is proposed to distribute Accord Brook water through a series of two or more
ine of Fulling Mill Brook, the line of the
rrook : the second and succeeding ditches

ditches, approximately parallel to the
first ditch to be about 60 feet from the

ditch and at suitable distances apart, not

away from the bottom of the ditches, will
to be approximately parallel to the fir
to exceed 10 feet. The w'ater, seeping
find its way to the brook, just as the re
will be taken out at the bottom of th

igular rainfall does, all suspended matter

e ditch, and the slow filtration will remove
i water delivered will be ofas good qualitythe color and all impurities, so that the

as that now running in the brook.
Test pits dug at various points on the area which it is proposed to use show

i be eminently adapted to the filtration olcoarse sand and gravel, which seem
water

The coarse material will without doubt pass a large amount of water, while the

long distance which the water has to traverse before reaching the collecting sys-
tem will ensure a more complete purification than could be obtained by artificial

Itration
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If it should be found that the ditches laid out at first were insufficient, there i,
ample area to be obtained for extending the system of irrigating ditches.

It is proposed to use Fulling Mill Brook and its tributaries as a collecting sys-
tem without a great deal of further preparation. In a few words, the plan is
simply to increase the present flow of Fulling Mill Brook by distributing on its
water-shed a sufficient amount of water in addition to the regular rainfall.

The indications are that in the near future Accord Pond will have to be used
almost exclusively as a storage reservoir, to be drawn from only at the timewhen
the demand upon the works is greatest, namely, from the first of July until about
the middle of September. If the proposed scheme of filtration operates as
expected, a sufficient supply can be obtained for the demand between the middle
of September and the middle of June or first of July from Fulling Mill Brook,
reinforced by water from Accord Brook.

It is proposed to so arrange the conduits leading to the irrigating ditches that
they may be supplied from either Accord Pond, Accord Brook, or both, as the
demands of the system require. There will also be a connection from Accord
Pond to the pumping plant.

To take care of the increased supply and to better the service, particularly fo:
fire, it is proposed to install a new pumping station in the vicinity of Fulling Mill
Pond, to construct either a stand-pipe or a reservoir, at such height as to give an
increased head in the mains. Contracts have already been made for increasin
the height of the present stand-pipe at Strawberry Hill

New mains are to be laid to enable tl
already placed upon it, and they will be
for a number of years to come.

e system to meet the increased demands
urge enough to supply all water required

We hand you herewith blue prin ;ontour map of Fulling Mill Pond, Fulling
in which the proposed system of filtrationMill Brook and a part of its water-shed

is to be installed.
Also hand you report of results of test

indicated on the plan. These results
gravel, well adapted for purposes of flit

fits dug on this water-shed at the points
row the existence of coarse sand and
tion

In response to your application Board has caused the locality to be
fully considered the plans submittedexamined by its engineer, and has ca

and the other information available he capacity of your present
mrccs and the quality of their watt rs. The water of Accord Pond has
equently been very objection i account

able taste and odor, caused by the p
various kinds. The quality of tiie v
Pond source was also very obiections

resence ot microscopic organisms o
ater supplied from the Fulling Mil

but since workv

were built for taking water from the b k, which is the main feeder of the
iterly shore, water of much betteipond, and from a filter gallery on

quality than formerly
Accord Brook, the of additional supply, will, if used in

materially increase the quantity ot
lain and Hull. By using this source

connection with the pre ir

water available for the supply of II
in connection with Fulling Mill Pon the draft upon Accord Pond in the
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luced, and most of the water of thisgreatly r
.irce kept for use in the drier north iir of the year.

;ount of its high color and the largeBrook, onA22

itains during much of the yearrich it

Stic uses if supplied directly to con-ui'

ars to be the most avainirce, however, appe
Mitional water supply for Hinghama.n

rendered sa

ng this water to the neighborhoodofThe plan now proposed for convey
.here by filtration through the exten-Fulling Mill Pond, and purifying
iund in this region, appears to be theive natural beds of sand and grave

I by this plan it is likely that watericable tcst t it a 11

if a public water supply can beie pur]

proposed plan also makes provisioned at reasonable expense. T
id to the same locality and purifyingAccord I
,y of the water is objectionable, andwhen the quali

indering the water of tins sourcethere ifvapi

to

itributing the water in trenches paral-
Pond, and allowing it to filter through

ri plan suggested by you of di
ie main feeder of Fulling M

Babiy be made to give satisfactory'aid pn
trenche won!el be small. It would not be a

filter-beds bv levelling off some of theTici t matt ;o pro pa
Pond, which are well situated for theif Falling Millw

ird Brook or Aecorel Pond could heAh the waticwin

prepared areas would not very mate-delivered by gravity. The cost of
and by the use of such areas it wouldst of the woirially ncr

nilate the rates of filtration more definitely, and observe
and control the results more closely, than would be the case if trenches
should be used. The Board would advise that an area of this kind be

lining and operated for a time, and the results carefully
i further development of the filtration works. At theobserved for use

ame time trenches might he operated as proposed and similar obseryatioi
rod of purifying the water. It is important that themade upon that n

filters for the purification of water be operated intermittently, and the sur
face of the beds allowed to become exposed to the air for a considerable
time as often as once in twenty-four hours. The filter-galleries, reser-
voirs and other works for collecting filtered water near Fulling Mill Pond

1 at a sufficiently low level to prevent danger that any ofshould b
the water may escape into the pond

It is very important, in the opinion of the Board, that the filtered water
whether from trenches or filter-beds, be collected and stored in covered
galleries or reservoirs, since otherwise it is liable to deteriorateand become
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objectionable on account of the pr< lence of organisms which are apt to
appear in great numbers in ground w aters exposed to light

The plan in general is, in the opiui n of the Board, an appropriate and
increasing the water supply of Hinsatisfactory one for improving and

ham and Hull, and, when further det ails of the plan of filtering the water
ive you further advice if youhave been prepared, the Board will

filtration areas it is desirable that therequest. In preparing such detail
tlie ground water be determined bycharacter of the soil and depth of

means of test pit

Hoi ,Y IKE

Ma 15, 10c
To the Wa, IIners of 11,

application, received May 8, reqiuGentlemen ; In response to your
ing an examination of the water of A hley Pond to determine the cause of
the present very unpleasant odor, the id and itsBoard has caused lie v

ted fsurroundings to be examined, and samples of water coll
places in the pond to be examined microscopically.

mi many

The results of the examination show that I
has been known to cause very disagreeable tastes and odors in othe

nd reservoirs, was present in large numbers in the water of Wright Ponet Pond
at the time this examination was made, and the disagreeable taste am

lor complained of by those to whom this water is su loubtles;d ar

aused by the presence of this organ! u

idThe Board is unable to advise you to any practical! met

venting the appearance and growth
it appears probable that the organism is not always present in both of the
ponds at the same time, it is desirable to provide some method by which
water may be drawn directly from Ashley Pond if found desirable, and the

ngling with it. It is also desirablewater of Wright Pond kept from m
li recti v from tlthat provision be made so that wat r may be drawn

Manhan River for the s

the ponds is objectiouab
apply of the when the quality

N

Mr. ATo the h E. PickhiH,1Vuler ( f

Registrar.
rd of Health received from n in JunGentlemen:— The State Board

last the following communication, requesting information
bility of allowing fishing in the ponds and reservoirs of the Holyoke w
works

I am directed by the secretary of the board of water commissioners to reqnes
your opinion as to whether or not it is advisable to allow fishing from boats oiits on

the ponds or reservoirs of the city’s water supply three days a week, under the
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supervision of the water department; also if it is advisable to allow fishing from
the shores of same.

Would also request information as to what the results have been from allowin;
fishing from boats at South Framingham reservoir, and if it is the custom throng!
out the State to allow such fishing on domestic water supplies.

Can you inform me whether there are any fish we can get to put in the reser-
voirs that will, through time, drive out the so-called mud fish ?

The city of Holyoke has wisely secured control of the water-sheds of the
main reservoirs from which its water supply is drawn, and has removed al
possible sources of sewage pollution therefrom. If unrestricted fishing

•hall now be allowed in the reservoirs, and considerable numbers of peo|
is a liability that the waterresort to the reservoirs for this purpose, ther

rlth of some ofsupply may be polluted and serious injury resu to

those who use the water for drinking. It is possible, however, that a
ish in the reservoirs, eitherlimited number of persons might be allowed to

from boats or the shore, under proper restr actions, and with
partmeut, without dangerinspection under the direction of the water d

of harmful results to the health of the pe

uld not be allowed in theadvisable, however, even then, that fishing she
ighborhood of the place or places from tvli ater is drawn for the

apply of the city.
Whether the removal of fish from the reserve rs would have an

Ivise you definitelythe quality of the water the Board is unabl
the larfar as now known the removal of consideral n

fish found in such reservoirs is not likely to have an unfavorable effect
upon the quality of the water

Regarding the custom throughout the Stat as to allowing fishing in
1 shows that of 40 places
stricter! fishing is permitted
are restrictions : of the 22

domestic water supplies, inquiry by the Boar
from which information has been obtained, unr
in 18, while in the remaining 22 places there
places in which fishing is restricted, it appear that the restrictions in 4

commission, the ponds
lie remaining 18 places

rccs are made and enforced by the fish and
having been stocked by that commission ; in

;es fishing is not allowed in
;rs ; at 1 place no fishing is
ch water is drawn, and in 4

no fishing whatever is allowed, while in 2 pi
some of the reservoirs but is permitted in ot
allowed within 500 feet of the point from wl
other places where there are restrictions fishing is permitted at all times,

a written permit to fish isOf the 22 places in which fishing is restricted
required in 5 plac

In reply to your last question, it is not likely far as the Board is now
informed, that there is any kind of fish which, i u your reservoi

will drive out the perch and sun-fish which you designate as mud fish.
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Holyc b (Skinner Manufacturing Company)
July 3, 1902

ManufaciuringTPTo Mr. Joseph A. Skin
Hi

Dear Sir : —The State Board of Health received from you on May 3 a
the use of the water from a certain

in Holyoke for supplying drinking water to about 300V

ployees in the factory. Subsequently you requested advice as to the
be used by 600 employees inv

The Board has caused the wells and their surroundings to be examined
xmples of water from each of thever

1. The source of supply in each case is a tubular well
3 inches in diameter, one well, which is 269 feet in depth, being located

Appleton and Bigelow streets, and the other, 321 feet
r of Appleton and Bond streets, in the central portion

;s of the analyses of the water of the well near Bond
id odorless, but it is a hard water,

s increased materially during the course of the examina-
i, about four times as great as thet san

;e hardness of the water of the principal sources of supply of the
of Holyoke. The water of the Bigelow Street well was of somewhat

id Street well and was harder. Inlit

■d materially during the
b

wells are safe for drinking
aters is objectionable,

if the fact that the wells are located in a densely built-up
portion of the city, where the ground water is exposed to pollution, thei
loard cannot advise that the water will be permanently suitable for drink-v

an only be determined by analysis after the water has been
drawn from the wells for a considerable period. After this

lone the Board will, upon notification, make further analyses and
i of the resu

IHydi ARE

March 6
To Ihe IT. any, Hyde Park, Mi

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health has to-day sent a communi-
n and Hyde Park relative to theth of Mi

iwns

A copy of this communication is enclosed herewith
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March 6, 1902,
To the Board of Health of the Town of PL ■h

Gentlemen: In response to your
as to the quality of the water of four
for domestic purposes, the Board has
ings to be examined and samples of t

iplication of February 19 for advice
ills used as sources of water supply
aused the wells and their surround-
ir water to be analyzed.

w

C

he
The wells examined were

Duse No. 22 Easton Avenue.1. A well in the yard in front of h
2. A well in house No. 23 Easton
3. A well in house No. 14 Easton

A.venue
Avenue
at the corner of Easton Avenue and4. A well in the yard of the house

Bridge Street
The results of the analyses show

quite hard, and has evidentlybeen at
and not thoroughly purified in its pas

that the water of all of these wells is
ome time greatly polluted by sewage
age through the ground to the wells.
;r of all of these wells is unsafe forIn the opinion of the Board the wat

drinking
March 6,1902,

To the Board of Health of the Town of By Pa

sent application from the town of
if the water supplied to that town
ide from its liability to cause lead

Gentlemen : —ln response to a r
Milton for advice as to the condition
by the Hyde Park Water Company, i
poisoning, the Board has this day sent to the board of health of Milton a
statement of the results of its investigations as to the quality of the water.

Since this water is supplied to Hyde Park as well as to Milton, and the
condition of the water is of equal interest to the inhabitants of Hyde Park,
a copy of the communication to the town of Milton is sent you herewith.

Lawrence
May 16, 1902.

Water Board, I. M,To the /.

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health received from you on April 7,
1902, an application for advice relative to dividing the Lawrence city filter
into three beds of equal area, in which you state that your board concludes
that the time has arrived when this change is an imperative necessity on
account of the very close margin between the amount that can be filtered
under the present system and the consumption of water in the city. It is
also expected that the dividing walls will decrease the cost of operating
the filter and of pumping. Subsequently, plans and specifications were

in and method of construction of thereceived, showing the proposed locati
dividing walls.

Park

pplicatiou and the plans submittedThe Board has considered your

records which have been kepttherewith and the careful and oomph
relating to the management and operat
water used by the city.

•n of the filter and the quantity of
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The average daily consumption of water by the city ww

than in the three previous years, and less than in the year when the filter
was constructed, but in the first four months of the present year the records

hown a marked increase crease over previous
years. The city of Lawrence is increasing rapidly in population, an
causes which have operated to prevent a material increase in the use of

luring the past ten years are unlikely to continue to prevent an

increase in the quantity of water used by the city in the future. A rapid
quantity used, keeping pace fully with the increase in popu-i,

ividcd fPi'
It hiring the past winter the

i the capacity of the filter,
v ,u v d

n the r veral daysrv

f the filter undernearly exl

t requirements of the city

in the w

If the filter should be divided into three sections as proposed the
ipear to be some advantages that would result in the management of the

t these advantages would probably all be secured by covering the
Any increase in capacity expected to result from dividing the filter

ial value ; but your1 not

ve

r, and enabling you to keep it free from

•inion of the
Hoard ,efficient

water tl
When the pr
mid serve the

not expected that it

ling down the consumption of water by your meter system and by tl

xl work t Even
under these conditions the Hoar •pinion that it

sion of fires in winterexpe

requiring an unusual d ix the present filter
a new filler can beand exhaust the reserve in the reservoir bii

constructed.

The Ik 1 t

lans and itarc

Pi riui the origi Id have an

with pro-
probable
1 filter, if

vision for furt It
that the new filter can be completed the present
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covered, will alone serve through the coming winter until the new filter
can be completed.

When you have prepared plans for covering the present filter or for
constructing the new filter the .Board will, upon application, advise you
concerning them.

Aug. 7, 1902.
To the Mayor and Aldermen and Council of the City ofLawrence, Mass.

Gentlemen : —ln response to a request for advice from the Lawrence
water board in regard to building two dividing walls in the Lawrenc
filter, the State Board of Health, under date of May 15, 1902, advised a
follows, viz. : —•

It appears that for a period of many days during the past winter the consump-
tion of water in the city was greater than the capacity of the filter, and that the
quantity ofwater stored in the reservoir was for several days nearly exhausted.
It is evident that the capacity of the filter under present conditions is not sufficient
for the present requirements of the city at times in the winter season.

If the filter should be divided into three sections as proposed there appear to he
some advantages that would result in the management of the filter; but these
advantages would probably all be secured by covering the filter. Any increase
in capacity expected to result from dividing the filter would not, in the opinion
of the Board, he of material value; but your experience of last winter points
directly to the necessity of your proceeding immediately to have it covered, thus
relieving it of the obstructions of ice and snow and of freezing weather, and
enabling you to keep it free from obstructing sediment upon the surface, and to
maintain, as near as practicable, the condition existing during the summer. In
the opinion of the Board it is essential that this be done immediately, to secure a
sufficient supply of water through the coming winter.

that upon request of the water board
build the dividing walls, but took no
om drinking the polluted water of the

This Board now learns with regret
the city government authorized it to
action that will protect the citizens f;
river next winter.

was urged by the water board upon
:ept running and drawing from two-

The proposition to build the walk
tiie ground that the pumps could be 1
thirds of the filter while one-third wa being scraped

ater board it appears that during theBy the records received from the w
cold months of January and February of last winter, when the filter could
not supply the quantity of water dr
pumped on all of the days when the
cent, of the supply of the two mont
average amount.

awn by the city, the quantity of water
beds were scraped was less by 3.4 per
as than if those days had supplied the

;ual times when pumping was stopped,
ed, was twenty-eight hours and forty

During these two months the
on the days when beds were scrap
minutes, which is 2 per cent, of the me of these two months; but dur-
ing the time of scraping the smal r pump was run a larger proportion
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of the time than ordinary, so that the total stopping was the equivalent of
of the large or low-servicc pumps atforty-one hours and eleven minutes

their ordinary capacity and ordinary iiniiiii

lad been in at that time the pumping
Is the ordinary capacity of the low-
id eleven minutes more time in the

If the two proposed dividing walls I
30uld have been continued at two-thir

service pumps for forty-one hours
two months than it was continue'

am

or the equivalent of running the
nd twenty-seven minutes longer in
id and sixteen hours, or 2 per cent.

ordinary capacity twenty-seven hours :
the fifty-nine days of fourteen hundr
more time for pumping would have >een gained; but the two dividing

the sand of the filter and decrease
once, if the walls had been in last
then managed the filter, only 1 per

walls will displace about 1 per cent. of
the filtering capacity to this extent, h
winter, with the same intelligence that
cent, more water could have been pumped than was pumped.

The actual amount of water supplied by the filter and pumped to the
reservoir last February was, according to the records received from the
water board, 5 per cent, less than the quantity of water drawn from

census it appeared that the popu-
per cent, per year, and the records
increase in water pumped the last
ir the previous twelve months.

the reservoir by the city. By the last
lation of the city was increasing 3.6
given us by the water board show the
twelve months has been 8 per cent, ov

With this data you will see that no lependcnce in preserving the health
and lives of the citizens is to be placed upon an expedient having sc
insignificant an advantage.

It is not necessary to again point out the great destruction to health and
life that will result if the unfiltered water is pumped into your reservoir,
which has been so clearly presented to you by our representative in person ;

but for the preservation of the health and the lives of your citizens this
Board earnestly repeats its advice that the filter be immediately covered.

Leominstei
Nov. 6, 1902.

To Ihe Leominster Water Board, Mr. W. Howard Chase, (

if Health received from you on June 9
mplaint was being made regarding the
town from Fall Brook Reservoir, and

Gentlemen : The State Board
last a communication stating that
quality of the water supplied to the
requesting the Board to investigat the cause of the trouble and advise
you concerning it

arc! has caused the source to be exam-In response to this request the B'
iued during the past summer and
various parts of the reservoir to be
of numerous analyses of the water

samples of the water collected from
analyzed, and has examined the results
f this source made since the reservoir

was completed in the latter part of
An examination of the results of

189f
all of the chemical analyses made since
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the reservoir was completed show that the color of the water and the
itter present were greatest in the firstquantity of organic and mineral m

year after the completion of the rei rvoir, much less in the second year
i a somewhat further decrease in the

rc

than in the first year, and there w
,nd the quantitythird year. Since that time the colo

have remained nearly constant, and
mic matter

no marked increase has been note
:ie results of microscopical analysethus far during the present year. rl

f the water do not show that a materially greater number of orgauis:
was present during the past white
water was objectionable, than in
that the water contains at times ci

nd spring, when the quality of the
vious years. They show, however
■adorable numbers of certain micro
)wn to cause disagreeable tastes andscopic organisms, which have been kn

irs. The disagreeable taste andodors in the water of ponds and r
inter and spring were probably due
esence of the organism Dinobryon,

odor complained of during t
in the early part of the winter to th

anism Uroglena , and in May to the
nisms mentioned are likely to impart

during March and April to tl
organism Anabcena. All of the or
to water a disagreeable taste and r

organisms in water is not known, but
ance at all seasons of the year in the

The cause of the presence of such
they are present often in great abun

especially in reservoirs from which
moved before flowing. Fall Brook

waters of some ponds and reservoir
the soil and organic matter were not r

repared for the storage of water by
r from its sides and bottom, and by

Reservoir, however, was thorou V

the removal of soil and organic t

osit of peaty soil found in a portion
it was not feasible to remove it.

;lccovering with sand and gravel th
of the bottom, which was so deep th

The reservoir has not been draw
it

off since it was first filled, so that a
if the reservoir, in order to ascertain
ilace, has not been practicable ; but

thorough examination of the bottom
whether the gravel filling remains in

ttom in the area covered with gravel,
n on file at this office, show that the

numerous careful soundings of th
which is definitely outlined upon a j

t in all those portions of this areagravel covering is still in place, at le
from this examination that it hadxamined, and there is no evidenc
the latter comes in contact with the

r collected from the bottom of the
been covered with gravel were found

settled into the peaty matter or tl
water at any place. Samples of wa

reservoir in places where the peat ha
quality as the samples collected at theby analysis to be of about the

mrface in various parts of the pond
The quantity of organic matter pr sent in the water of this reservoir, as

has never been excessive, and the
)t during short periods satisfactory
•oubles like that which occurred dur-
ly to continue to occur at times in
can be judged from present infor-

shown by the albuminoid ammonia
quality of the supply has been exce
since the reservoir was first used. T
ing the past winter and spring are lik
the future, but it is unlikely, so far a
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mation, that such troubles will be
of drinking water containing such
to health.

■rious or long continued, and the use
rganisms is not known to be injurious

Lexing TON
ly 1002.

To the Committee on Water Sup}. Town of Lexington , A. E. Scott>

Cha •mu

Gentlemen : The State Board i
cation for advice with reference to a
the town of Lexington, in which yc
proposed plan:

Health has considered your appli-
oposed additional water supply for

f

pi

give the following outline of yourhi

It is proposed to obtain an additional mpply of water from 10 to 15 wells driven
in the meadow between our present wells Nos. 1 and 2 and No. 6, pumping th
wells when the water is required into our new receiving basin.

It is believed that the water obtained from this source will enable us to stop the
use of wells Nos. 1 and 2 during the winter and spring months, when the water
of those wells is discolored.

We are not expecting groat results during a dry season

You also submit the results of a test made by pumping from test wells
at the place indicated in your application, from which it appears that
water was pumped from 14 wells, having an average depth of about 27
feet, at a rate of 125,000 gallons per day, from March 25 to April 7, dur-
ing which period the ground water in the vicinity of the test wells was
lowered about 24 feet.

The Board has caused the locality of the new wells to be examined by
its engineer, has caused samples of water collected from the test wells
from time to time, during the pumping test referred to, to be analyzed,
and has considered the information available as to the yield of your present
sources of supply and the quality of their waters. Water collected from
the tubular test wells during the pumping test was clear, nearly colorless
and odorless and otherwise of excelk nit quality for the purposes of a public

icp layer of peat upon the surface ofwater supply. On account of the de
the ground in which these wells are
depth of the wells, there is danger
become affected by an excess of ir

: driven, and the comparatively small
that this water would deteriorate and
in and organic matter, which would

render it objectionable for some d mestic uses, if these wells should be
used continuously as sources of wat supply for Lexington,

the wells during the pumping test,
ms per day, probably represents the
possible to obtain from them, since
le portion of the year for obtaining

r

The quantity of water drawn from
which amounted to about 125,000 galh
maximum amount of water which it is
this test was made in the most favorab
a large yield of ground water, and at a time when the rainfall was much in
excess of the normal. Even under these conditions the water in the
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reatly that it is doubtful whetherground about the wells was lower
Maintained for any considerable timethe rate of pumping could have be

longer. Judging from the iiiforn
11

jii submitted to the Board relative tc
i other similar sources, the quantitythe pumping test, and expericnc

of water obtainable from these w
itw

he drier portion of the ye

idbe but a small proportion of tire y t the lime the test was n

.1 addition to the qas you anticipate, would not bo a n
that your present sources will y
enable you to avoid the

ter of tlrthe wetter portion of the year, tl w

will have to be used in the drier i •turn, unless an adeqi

water supply is obtained. '1 f several of your presen
lor, andsupply is objectioi

one of these sources (Vine Br <r drinkir
i systunless properly filtered. The pr

costly to maintain, and the experieu
that the present sources are inadequate for the supply of the town in the
drier portion of the year

It is unlikely, in the opinion of the Board, that a sufficient quantity
good w'ater for the supply of Lexington can
Vine Brook by any further developm nt of the sources in this valley.

F. SmitiLynkfieli

Mr. J. F. Smith, I
Dear Sir : In response to your r adviphcat

id near Lowell Street, Lynthe quality of the water
Board hCentre, from which you proj water for

caused the spring and its surroun to be examined and a sampltig

water to be analyze

The results of the analysis sh lat the water 1ti\V

urroundings shows that there adrinking, and an examination of the
buildings on the water-shed of the
the quality of its w'ater.

ring which won! t

In the opinion of the Board t pring, under present conditis

safe source of drinking water supply

M A NCI I ESTER.
July 3,1

Mr. William H. Allen,To the Board of Hea if Ma7

Gentlemen: The State Board of Health, in response to your reque
of May 3, has caused an examination to be made of the quality of the
water of the groups of wells from which the Manchester water supply
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i of the conditions about the wellsobtained, and lias caused an examiuat
be made by one of its engin

The water of all the sources has at some time been polluted by sewag
but subsequently very thoroughly purified in its passage through the ground
lefore reaching the wells, and the recent analyses of the water do not show
any material change in the quality of the water from previous years. The
Board sees no reason for thinking that the water of any of the sources in

present state is liable to be in any wr ay injurious to health if used for
ever, to prevent the deposit of sewage
le, upon or in the ground at any place

It ant, howInukin v

id, so far as possib
ground water drain
vent the pollution
lie that a considers

nr t w

award the wells, and it is speciallyt
.f

fl'Oll W :ll

Saw Mill Brook above the wells,m
uantity of water enters the wells

by

ation it was found that sewage fromIn the course of the recent inve
tub was overflowing into the streamlie cesspools of the Essex County (

mid advise that provision be madenr the wells. The Board w

discharge at some suitable placei

this brool.where it will not pollute the water
Dec. 4, 1

Mr. Nathan P,Town of Me
Meldkam

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you on October
ibtainiug an additional water supplyv

part of the town known as Samuelatr wells u

the county road to Essex, and also
x Street. The tests thus far made

Alllen’s meadow, on the easterly side
wells on the easterly side of E

the valley of Saw Mill Brook on bothUs i

Essex, about one and one-half mileManel
and the Board has caused this regionf Alan

rs and samples of theu

be anal
,nd swamp lands which are at timeineaih

and in sinking th wells con-
inrface from 2 to 4 feet in depth,

mnd in all of the wells, ranging from
Beneath the clay the wells enter coarse sand

from most of the wells up to a levelIV rter flowed natural
,nd could be drawn from thema

■eely when pumping with a hand pump, anti the indications are that a
rom the ground in this region whichulcl be obtainedquar t w

water supply of Manchester.
i of water collected from six

lition to ttw

TlI re

wells show that it is turbid and quite highly colored, and contains so large
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a quantity of iron that it would be objectionable for many of the purpoi
:>f a public water supply.

In view of the circumstances, the Board does not advise the town to
take an additional water supply from the ground in this region, but would
advise that further tests be made in some other locality, with the view

mpply of good water free from ano obtaining an adequate additional
xcessive quantity of iron.

Milt RD.
June 5,19C

MassMilford Water Company, Milford,

f Health received from you on MayGentlemen: The State Board c
7, 1902, an application for advice with reference to the extension and
improvement of the water supply of Milford and Hopedale, accompanied
by plans of proposed new works for filtering the water of Charles River.

The plans submitted provide for constructing at the site of present open
filter No. 1 near the pumping station two covered filters, having a com-
bined area of .261 of an acre, and another open filter to be constructed by
underdraining the material found near well No. 3, which you have found
suitable for the purpose. The latter filter is to be constructed for tempo-

,ry use during the building of the covered masonry filter, but will I
tabled for use in the future when necessary.
The filtering material iu the proposed new covered filters is to consist of

land 3 feet 3 inches in depth, having an effective size of from .27 to .35
of a millimeter, which is to be thoroughly underdrained. The effluent from
these filters and from the open filters is to be discharged into well No. 1,
which is to be provided with a tight bottom to prevent the entrance of
around water. It is understood that the connection between well No. 1
and the conduit leading to well No. 2 will be so arranged that water will

drawn from the conduit or well No. 2 only when the supply of filtered
water is less than the quantity required for the supply of the towns. Well
No. 3 will remain as at present, being connected with the pumping station

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by its engineer, and
refully considered the plans and information submitted therewit

inditions affecting the water supply of Milford and Hopedal
The water-shed of the Charles River above your present works does not

contain a large population, but the water is affected by organic matter in
swamps on the water-shed and by storage in the reservoirs, which evi-
dently contain considerable quantities of such matter. The quality of this
water has evidently been much improved by filtration through the present
filters, and the proposed filters, if constructed in a thorough manner and
properly operated, are likely to render this water satisfactory for all
domestic purposes.

In connection with an investigation made by this Board relative to the
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action of water used for the supply of Milford and Hopedale upon lead
pipes in the latter part of 1899 the Board caused I filters from

which the supply was drawn to be examined, and, as a result, it was foum 35

that the waters of Charles River and of
quantity of carbonic acid that th waters would not be likely to a

lead pipes to such a degree as to cause lead Analyses of
ihowed that it contained a very lathe water of well No. 1, however

quantity of carbonic acid, which would undoubtedly cause it to take up
large quantities of lead in passing through lead pipes, and the water of

arbonic acid than well No. 1, still conwell No. 2, though containing
tained a much larger quantity than v found in the river water

.1 vised that you discontinue the uwater from the filters, and the Board
jf the water of wells Nos. 1 am

It appears that b
if water from well No. 1, but to continue the use of water from well No

In the opinion of the Board it is desirable to avoid the use of any v
from this well, even though the quantity supplied ma
pared with the total qua

The plan, as a whole, with the modification relative to well No. 2, is,
the Board, a suitabl vi

of Milford and Ho|
Mn

Ja

W Ml)C. I

GtEkxlemkn : In response to your request of 1)'

investigation of reported cases of lead poisoning in M
v

water

iimd, and ir

I
f lead
result

lead poisoning v u
lams ar

excessive quantity
passing through the
mains is supplied t tril \

the water supplied to Milt
acid, which, acting upon tl
carbonate of lead, a pois iccumulates m the humai

body, with very seriou
ied

Milton cannot be conv
lead pipes without jeopardy to those by whom the wat ■il, ai
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i’ve them from serious injury to healttto pr<
pes I the water will notI

r iron pipes lined with
ith cement, or else to obtain from another source wiwater which will

lead. One course or the other should be pursued will

v 1 unci not to act upctan sui'1

March
er C. Kite, M.Dtv

Ilear Hoard c,a r reque

water supplied to Milton aside
id has examined the results of chemical

the Hydewater

Park Water Company from which the water supplied to Milton is taken.
Water (Hyde 1I n from twoic

m the right or
thickly settled port
;e 1885. The sew

the X v1

Hyde Park. This
le of Mother 13

nc between Hyde Park and Dedh
Recent analyses of the water of each of these sources and of the water

that a very large p:
portion of the water being supplied to Milton at the time these examui

>ns were made was derived from the wells near the Xeponset River
dw that

rality has greatly deteriorated in later y parison of the
he w

t wir

water sui

evider1. It rom an examination
ic res

f the wwith a

or which enters the wells is derived from the
polluted stream, and is very imperfectly purified

nces, tin
water of these wells must, in the opinion of the Board, be regarded as

lyde Park and Milton is drawn
hborhood ofher P.i a group of tubular wells near M

n Hyde Park and Dedham. At the present ti

for drinking, but the mixture of this water with
re Xeponset River which has been supplied

to Milton is not, in the opinion of this Board, safe for drinking
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To the Milton T
tiou lias to-day been sent by the StG ENT

health of Hyde Park and Milton rBoard
to the (ilia

n of Hyde PiWater Comp;

Milton
loscd heX c

Milton (Oliver H. Flanders)
AI

To Oliver II
Sir: The State Board of Health has considered

advice wi

Miltoi
mg

t

in exc

the water

Montague (Miller’s Falls Company

Health receiveLEMEN : 1

1002, an
water of a new tubular well located at your works at M
water of which you state you desire to use tor drinking purposes, am

ausecl the w
water to be an

the isoft, nearly

uality for drinking purpoi
notlinr well, about 31 feet

water is, in its i

An examination
from which the employees of the factory and many families are suppli

ir drinking purposes. This water shows evidence of haviwith water for
been at some t
purified in its passage through the ground, and is, in its presei
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t the quality of thfor driukin ater is not as good as that of thew

water of the
file Board would advise that anc r analysis be made of the water ofic

each of t next summer, to determinewhether
he quality of the water differs materially in the drier portion of the year

n its quality at the present ti

Nan CKET.
4,

Hollis M. Allen, SecrelaTo the Board of

Gentlemen: —ln response to your request for an examination of the
water of the well where the town pump has been located in the villag
Siaseonset, and for advice as to the suitability of this water for drinking
the Board has caused the well and its surroundings to be examined and

nple of the w
The well is 1 portion of the village of Siasconset,

re numerous cesspools anc
w

The results of the analysis show that the water has been highly pollute
1 in its passage through the ground

before entering the well, and, in the opinion of the Board, this water
the present

It is possible that the quality of the water would be different at other
quality might change somewhat after a con

siderable quantity of water had been pumped from the well; but, in
opinion of the Board, it is unlikely that water which would be at all timi
safe for drinking can be obtained from this well.

Natick.
June 5, 11

B
n

To II

Board )f Health received from you on May.State< ENTLEME

with reference to a proposed wate
n of Natick, to be taken from the ground on land owned

by the town of N
Worcester turnpi

nt to 1 ake Cochitnate, situated between theadiac

ranch of the Boston and Albany Kail-anvillie Sax
road and Lake Cochituat

id haThe source ind icen thoroughly examined in previous1

been made by your board in the earlyiiimptnyears, ai

part of 1898, this Board advised you (in a communication dated March
herewith) that, in the opinion of theInch is

for the supply of the town ofBoard, the sourc
Natick, and that

n appr
1 w be constructed with a view to snp-

urce in order that the use of waterlolly from* thiplying the
be discontinufrom Dug Pond i ■d

the latter par
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Since the recent application was received the Board has again caused the
territory to be examined by one of its engineers, and finds no materia
change in the circumstances which might affect a water supply taken fron
this place ; and, after considering the results of previous investigations
the Board sees no reason to modify the advice already given.

Norton.
June 5, li)()2.

To the Board of Health of the Town of Norton.
Gentlemen: The State Board of Health has considered your appli-

cation for advice with reference to a water supply for a proposed schoo
building to be constructed in the south-westerly part of the village o
Norton, and has caused the well, which it is proposed to use as a source
of water supply, to be examined and a sample of the water to be analyzed

The well is situated in a field quite remote from population at the present
time, and, while an analysis shows that the water at the present time con-
tains a considerable quantity of organic matter, it is probable that if the
well were properly covered, so as to exclude surface water, water suitable
for drinking could be obtained from
such, however, that it is doubtful wire
suitable source of drinking water aftc
is drawn from the well in considerable
that if this well is used as a source <

this source. The circumstances arc
ther this well will continue t
r the school house is built and watc

quantity. The Board would advis
f drinking water by the school the
r determine its quality.

a source

water be analyzed from time to time t

Pai HER.
March 0,19C

dmer, J. P. Schneider, M.D
nr application for advice

To the Board ofHealth of the Totvn of I

Gentlemen : —ln response to yc
quality of the water of a spring in P mer used for the supply of several

spring and its surroundings to be
be analyzed.

rilies, the Board has caused th
xamined and samples of the water t
The spring from which the supply taken is located near a sma

f a hill west of the village of Palmer, and the waterupon th
of the brook above and about the spring is uninhabitc

have been made show that the waterThe results of the examinations that
ses and safe for drinking. When
water is collected contained a con-
if vegetable origin which had evi-

is of good quality for domestic purpo
visited, the basin in which the spring
siderable quantity of organic matter <
lently been accumulating for a considerable time. It is desirable that

basin in which the spring water llected should be thoroughly cleaned
gable matters from entering it.and provision made for keeping v

It appears that a portion of the pipes through which the water is dis-
tributed is of lead, and an examination has been made to determine
whether the water takes up lead in its passage through such pipes. T
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results do not show that the water acts upon the lead pipes to any con-
siderable extent at the present time, but it is possible that at other seasons
of the year or under other conditions considerable quantities of lead may
be taken up by the water.

The Board would advise that analyses of this water be made at different
seasons of the year to determine whether it is liable to act upon the lead
pipes through which it is delivered to consumers to such an extent as to
become injurious to health. The Board will make an examination of the
water from time to time to determine its action upon lead, if you so request.

Plymouth.
March 6, 1902.

To the Board of Health of the Town of Plymouth, F, I). Bartlett, Secretary.

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health received from you on Ai
16, 1901, an application for advice as to the qual
pring close to the shore of Plymouth harbor, near the foot of (to the shore of Plymoi

Street.
It appears that, changes having .been made in the sewer system in tl

neighborhood and in the method of collecting and distributing water fr<
the spring, it is desired to learn whether the quality of the water has be
affected, since it is used by the public for drinking.

In response to your request the Board has caused the locality to
examined and several samples of the water of the spring to be analyzf
The results of the analyses indicate that the water has at some time be
considerably polluted by sewage, but subsequently quite well purified
its passage through the ground to the spring. The water is much hare
and somewhat less completely purified than the water of the Elder Brews
Spring, and it is probably safe for drinking, but, on account of the locati
of the spring, the quality of the water may deteriorate at any time, and
its use is to be continued it should be analyzed from time to time in ore
that any deterioration may be detected.

Rockport.
Sept. 4, 190'

To the Water Commissioners of the Town of Bockport.
Gentlemen:In response to your request for information as to 1

cause of the present bad taste and odor of the water of Cape Pond, fr
which the water supply of Rockport is drawn, and as to whether there
any remedy for this condition, the Board has caused the pond and its s
roundings to be examined and samples of its water to be analyzed.

The results of the examinations show that the pond contains
numbers of the organism Anabcena, which is present in all pa

1, and the offensive taste and odor of the water, of which complaint
violently caused by this organism. The cause of the appe
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rganism in the waters of ponds and reservoirs is not known,
known method of preventing the appearance of such

rvoirs like Cape Pond, having muddy
,ud considerable areas of swampy land on their water-sheds, such

,vths frequently occur, while ponds having sand or gravel bottoms, or
reservoirs which have been thoroughly prepared for the storage of water

from their bottoms, are
water entering

_I by Iona: contactiion orl

Cape Pond has a muddy bottom and a considerable area of swamp on its
last from the

ter-shed.
pond would
ild improve

mud
le bottom of Cape Pond, or to make such

ram

ars to
aid satis

ry for the
make expen-

■<l by larg

•ould be located at the
rent

this water
con

ary examinatic

Salisisui
A.ug. 7,1

June 30 for advice as teat
bury tc(

1, the Board has caused the well and its surroundings to be

r polluted by
Hind

use of the

Cape Pond can
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ScmjATf
March 17,19C

MasTo the Scituate Water Com%
Health has considered your appliGentlemen ; The State Board H

tional supplcation for advice as to taking an f water for Scituat
First Herring Brook in the tfrom the valley of Bound Brook or c
id proposed sources to be examScituate, and has caused the present a

and samples of th ir waters to be analyzed

It appears from the information presented to the Boardthe informatk
the tubular wells which form the present sources ofit sour

quantity of water is likely to be inadequate for the requirerr
town during the coming summer and that an additional supply must be
provided. It is possible that further tests in the

wells might show that a considerable additional supply could be obtainedadd it
uality ofin this valley, but the quality of the water

lat unfavorably affected by population iply appears to b
>d of the wells, and it is doubtful whether a sufficient

at Limew

within the li
the company to take water under its original act

IHerrinBror from BouAnalys roi

ithr applicat ofntioncd inthe twe

ired andwaters ar
Moredue

rable populations, and neither stnver, the water-sl
would tn I"or domerce or v

directly
liter

poses if the water should be taken mn

he Cohasset Water Company in tTests which h v

1 'Brool
ive not

lower portion of the valley of Bom
is within the lim frts of Scituat

water of good quality fromin

lerThere are several places in the v st Vi'lls in the valley ol

favorable, iudgiiconditions appear nil

ibtainin
Board would, therefore, advise that further inv
means of tubular wells be made in the valley of First Herring Brooli

The Board will jtssist you in these investigations by

sary analyses of samples of water, and will give you further advice m tin
matter when the results of further investigations are availabl
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Siiiki ,EY.

Nov. 6, 1902,

To the Water Supply Committee of the Town of Shirley, FredD. Weeks, Thomas1

L. Hazen, James P. Tolman
The State Board of Health has considered your appli-Gentlemen :

roposed water supply for the towncation for advic with reference t
of Shirley to be taken from a "well which it is proposed to locate near th
brook which flows through the village about 300 feet east of the No. 2

and has caused the locality to bethe Sa i Corda Com an\

examined by 01

The place at which it is proposed to locate the well is at the foot of awhich it

f the brook, where ground water per-lep bluff on t teeny

toward the river from the high plain to the southward finds an
outlet. While there are no means of obtaining a sample of water from the
round at the proposed location of the well, an analysis of the water of a

well, and analyses of the waterprc
the cordage works is now drawn,upply

am from the proposed well, showw

that the waters of both of these sources are of excellent quality for pur-
poses of a public water supply, and it is probable that these sources repre-
sent the character of the ground water in the neighborhood.

No tests of the character of the soil at the site of the proposed well have
t evidence as to the quantity of
water obtainable at this place, but the circumstances of the location and

ndications furnished by

t the cordage works, are indications that a sufficient
obtained in this locality for the requirements of

Shi
Board is of the opinion that the indications furnished by the inve

avorable to warrant further tests

it is found to be feasible to obtain an anq
uality similar t<

icd from the well and spring, this source would be an appro
Shirpnate on

UTIIIiOROrOH
Jur.Y .1, 1

Board of Health of the Town of Southhorour/h, Mr. Charles L. Faikiianks

Gentlemen: In response to your application for advice as to a water
pply for the public schools of Southborough, in the centn

ich you indicate four wells as available sources of supply, the Board
has caused the surroundings of these wells to be examined and sample
of their waters to be analyzed.
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1

'V

:r

if
n

3

if

w

a

ik

.f

■r

The first well, situated ou the easterly side of the Marlborough road am
used at the present time as a source of supply for a private house, ii
located at a considerable distance from sources of pollution. The analysis
of the water shows, however, that it has been at some time polluted D
sewage but subsequently well purified in its passage through the ground
and is probably, in the condition in which it was found at this time, a safi
source of drinking water supply. The water, however, is harder than is
desirable, and a change in the circumstances attending the.pollution of th<
water may at anytime render it unsafe for drinking, and considering thesi
circumstances the Board cannot recommend this well as a source of wate:
supply for the public schools of th town

The water of the second well ex
the town hall, and of the third wel

amiued, located in a field in the rear c
1, situated immediatelyback of the tow

hall, was found to be of poorer
examined, while the fourth well, 1
feet from the main street, gave ev

piality than the water of the first wel
ocated in the high-school lot about 10<
idence at this time of the presenc

unpurified sewage, and the Board would advise that further use of water
from the latter well be prevented without delay

The Board would advise that you have investigations made with a vi
to securing a supply of water for the schools from the ground at som
place near the village where the water is not subject to pollution by sewage
A supply of well or ground water will have decided advantages over i
supply from any surface water source.

Spring iei.i

April 3, 1902.

f the City of Springfield, C. L. GoodhueTo the Board, of Water Commissi
(

Gentlemen : The State Board i
28, 1900, the following application
the city of Springfield :

Health received from you on Jim>f
r advice as to the water supplyfo

The city of Springfield desires the advi
matter of the experimental filtration of th
sources. It is the intention of the city I
of such design and capacity as may me
maintain and operate such plant under al
time and in such manner as your Board i
conclusively

e and co-operation of your Board in th
waters of the Ludlow and Jabish Brool

to construct an experimental filter plant
eet the approval of your Board, and tc
dl climatic conditions, for such length c
may suggest, with a view to determinin:

First. Whether or not these wate:
in quality for the future permanent u

an, by filtration, be made always suita
the city

Second. Whether or not, from all tl ailts reached by the experiments, tin
purification by filtration of all the water which these sources may by furtlie
development of capacity be made to yield would be the most economical, praoti
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iable and appro ity with a satisfactory supply ofmate method of prov :li t
water for the period of years extending forward to the time when the limit of the
nlartred capacit f the sources will achen

Subsequently ut proposed in the applicationthe experimental filte
at Ludlow Reservoir, id provision made for carrying onwas con struck

xperiments for the purification of the water of the reservoir and of the
canal conveying ater from Jabish 1 ud other streams to the Ludlow
basin. The flit and capacity for carrying on

to determine the feasibility of the purl-experiments on a

in of the wicatiou of the waters of these sources, and to form a basis for an estimate
as to the probable cost of the necessary woras to

The the end of December, 1900,n plant was operated from n
to Feb. 1, 1902. During this time the Board has co-operaterd has co-operated with you in
the general operation of the experiments, and has made the necessary

ud observations upon the
the results of which

ae to timen

X inner w Reservoir have been made
Board nsequently much infer-

he water of this sou rev

las a very objectionablethe r
irtion of the year on account,

reat numbers. The
le latter part of the winter

reat numbers of
1

uring the year 1901
that the water duringwhen w

was in other respects
ions years, excepting
! and refilling of the

The cond 1901 was not>r

in other years, and
the ex in under coll-

ar
In r hand, the quality of

June and July it wasthe water was better t
better thai ■iiths. The quantity

t in August, great number
f A rly in August until after

the middle of September, a pt weeks, the quality of the
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water was as bad as ever known at this season of the year. After the
quality of the water improved rapidly
of the year, much better than in the

middle of September, however, the
and became, during the remainder
latter part of any previous year.

The principal filter used in the
Ludlow Reservoir water contained,
medium sand a little coarser than t

experiments upon the purification of
ibovo the underdrains, about 5 feet of
at in the filter of the city of Lawrence.

This sand was used because it app
and a large quantity of it appear
hood for the construction of filter

ared to be well adapted for the purpe
1 to be easily available in the neighl

if necessary. This filter was oper
except for a short time, a ms filter at a rate of 2,500,000 gal-nu
lons per acre per day, and in the
higher rate, and was successful ii

year at a considerably

vmg the objectionable ode

the reservoir water except at the
quantities of organic matter in A
of the filter had for a time the o

ti me of the presence ot the excessive
ust and September, when the effluentu

hara the water of tlni

reservoir and in nearly as pronou
The results obtained by filterin water through ot her similar filters

lie greater part ofnearly tw

iy equal to t tained with thattiie year with the large filter w
r. None of the filters, howev j which Ludlow R

■istic odor from t
tember when this

rvoir water w
lirectly applied removed the charact re reservoir water

. water containedduring the time in August ai S.

xeessive quantities of organic matte
An experiment upon the refiltrat u of the reservoi

the end of the c
water was begun
periments. Thisearly in August and continued unt

experiment consisted in applying ll
similar filter at a much more rapid r

>ll
effluent of Hi

This secondary
effluent of the lai

I ter success! u
removed the taste and odor from
effluent of the secondary filter was a

and the
n of goodtii

if a public water supply
icate, in the opinion o

quality and suitable for the purpe
xpenment

at it will be possible to purify I >w Reservoir win

will be freed from the disagreeabllouble filtration, so that the water
taste and odor wdiich now make it objectionable for domestic uses dur-
ing much of the year

Experiments were made upon th purification of the canal water with
similar filters and in a similar maim that employed in the filtrationr

the reservoir v

During the year 1901 the canal w
organic matter and organisms t

r contained much smaller qud

n were found in the reservoir w
and the largest numbers of organ were present at a time when water
from Belchertown Reservoir ent le canal accidentally. The water of

part
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by gravity should be adopted the capacity of t
again in less than forty years. If water should be pumped from the S
River in the neighborhood of Duckville a supply would doubtless be secured
sufficient to last for more than forty years in the rutVC

that the development of an adequate supply of water for Sj
the Ludlow Reservoir and Jabish Brook sources will
tion plant, and, subsequently, an enlargement
low Reservoir, and in about ten years the

Swwater fr
The only of

to obtain a
River,branch of the We

vions commun
supply for S
this stream v

TVsupply for that city
with a
in quality to the water of the Ludlow and Jabish 1
filtration

A. compar
damages for taking water from the We
probable cost c
the ne
supply from the W
field than th
fullest ca^:
present sources increased by water from Swift R
probably be required with

Having considered the
information re

V. 1 Rthat t
the most aj

the city of Spr

To the Board of
{

Board of 11AprGentlemen >(

to your appl
of the Ludk

Durce of w
cation the B
investigatio
Jabish Broc

id
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part of 1902. The resul VS'

xpenments were reported to you,
as the work progressed. The
summarized in a report of the chem
sends you this report, which contain
experiments upon the filtration of the Ludlow and Jabish Brook water
carried on at your experiment station at Ludlow Reservoir in t
1901-190

Stoi TON.

B L

Gentlemen: —The State Board of Health received from you on August
14 a communication requesting advice as to the condition of certain wells
in the town of Stoughton, and
indicated by you to
their waters to be ai

Morton estate in Morton Square in the central portion of the vil
Stoughton, and the other at the corner of Pearl and Central streets.

The results of the
polluted by sewage, e
in their neighborhood

The Board
drinking or cookin

DALE MStckbi

Mr. Franklin D, Willia
Dear Sir : —ln resp

I
by its engineer,

At

voir wi
pressur
th

wate

then discontinued. In Ji
nected and a pumping test
of sevc

be obtain!
f the water were
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ress. The results of the analys* of these samples show that the water,
r respects of excellent quality for thewhile somewhat hard, is in all oth
quantity of water which these wells werpurposes of a water supply. Th
wever, to be very limited, and probably
supply of the mills and tenements.

)f furnishing was found, h
insufficient even for the present

ns of other wells in this neighborlyFurther tests were then made by m
mr engineer as to the resubut the information furnished by y

ntaining porous soil which will yield
it is improbable that an adequate

the ground in this region.

further tests indicates that the ar

water freely is quite limited, and t
supply of water can be obtained in

)ther place in the immediate neighbor-
likely that an adequate ground-water
taiued. It might be possible, by the

There does not appear to be any
hood of the mills from which it i
supply for the village could

ill streams flowing from theconstruction of a reservoir upon
n adequate supply of water forand south of the riv
it of the necessaryworks wonthe village and mills by gravity, bu

the wells are located in porAs already in 'ii

isiderable quantity to the ground ncand if v
ild doubtless be incr It

ity from the upper dam or canaler by gravit;
nd, by applj
m the wells

to convcpra
lying the water intermittently and atnd about the w

the quality of the well water would
V

water of the Quinebaug River am
that would be of good quality foi

It
apply of w ;cr

supply of filtered water obtair
reater than the cost of a supply frnsiderably

rai

Board would advise that you mak
water to trenches or prepared area

tlrConsi
yi

by pumping from the wells whether
ground, and whether the yield can

n IE

t

requirements of the mill propertfor thn

The 1 istigation by maidn inv

and will give you further advice in
test are available.

i

the matter when the resul

Sendee AND.
ARCH 6,19C

Bi

Gentlemen : In response to your application of February 17
with reference to the use of Sawmill Brook as a source of water supply

Sunderlanthe vi

fart
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be examined by its engineer and sa ater sent in by you to bt
analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that at the present time the water of
Sawmill Brook has but little color and is in other respects of gocgood quality
for the purposes of a public water su not appear

ater-shed is uninhabited.to be exposed to danger of pollution
While no measurements of the flow of the stream in dry weather are

ailable to the Board, the size of the that it is probable
that this sour ,le to yield an ample supply of water for the
requirements of the tow

It is not practicable to determine from analyses made at this season of
the year the probable quality of the water at other seasons, but, so far as

.n be judged from the in n made, the Board is
Bro. lint at which it is proposedthe opinion t

water supply forto take the water would be an
Sunderland

Tewksiiui
Noy. 6, IS

Edwin C. Gbrrish7

William Dixon, Henry M. Billings, J. Lewis Burtt, Benjamin
AULUIN

Board of HtGentlemen ; T i on J une
ter supply for the

town of Tc ■oposed

The water supply is fc race both Tewksbury

Centre and
Advice is

water Brool
ron

low theJut
,t an abundantthe State almshou

Terence will
ppl.vif

A large number
with the State institution supply, and the

maudamount

both of the 1
The locat

affect the supply t
almshouse.

Your opinion of th f T
without endan

If

informed and
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onternplated at the Shawsheen River fromA second source of supply is alsi
the subsoil near Burtt station. The :n mitten will make investigations by m

of driven wells at this point. As this latter point is directly away from the village,
and more expensive thereby than the Strongwater Brook location by about $12,00(1
to $14,000, it is the opinion of the committee that the first-named location is the
best for the town. The location of the sewage disposal field from the State alms-
house when put in may also be of importance, and our committee desire your
adv ice in regard to the probable location of this field so that its effect on any

imrce selected may be determined

ived a serSoon after this application was r
in the valley of Strongwater Brook

groundt

re begun, both above and below thew

apply for the Tewksbury almshousewells at present used as sources c
and tests were also made at many aces in the valley of the Sh
River

in the valley of Strongwater BrcThe waters of all of the test well
11s of the Tewksburyboth above and below the present w were

found to be strongly impregnat with iron, which would
nearly all of the places tobjectionable for many uses, and at

valley of the Sliawsheeu Rivera sh ar condition was found. Finally, tests
were made in the valley of the Shawsheen River in the southerly part of the
town near Heath Brook, and at th lace the ground water was found to

test wells at this place all yielded waterbe of excellent quality. The three
freely in large quantities when pum
cations furnished by this test are,

raping with a hand pump, and the it
in the opinion of the 1 V(

to obtaining at this place a sufficiei t quantity of water
the supply of the town of Tewksbu

On August 2G the Board receive!
y from wells or other suitable vv
through your engineer, Mr. E. Worth'

)n the following poiiingtou, a request for its opinion u

develop-ith properFirst. Is the present supply of the St ute h<
ment, of yielding an abundant qnantit water for both hospi

In view of the present plant at the hospital as r
wouldnot the supply from a large stc r, wi

herein, be a material adv institution in fire protection ?th

Third. If an agreement can
between the hospital trustees am

made through commissioners or otherw

I the :own of Tewksbury will
of the hospital, would itsupply to be taken from the present sour

rial advantage both to the State and t wn

rience furnished by the test
ipply for the State hospital,

In the opinion of the Board the
wells now used as a source of wat
the use of these wells during the
the addition of further wells wl

xi

I year, shows that this souP
in

h the town andfurnishing a sufficient supply of w
loubt, judging from the inferat the present time, and there is
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available to the Board, that the ex ise of supplying water to the town
and hospital will be much less in works are operated jointly than if

:parate works arc
In the opinion of the Boar at present used for the supply of

,nd satisfactory one for both.Slat

.uitable arrangements for a jointtlr lospital. li ;e

iply cannot be made, the Board is of the opinion that the ground in the
vicinity of Heath Brook near the Shawsheen River affords a good oppor

•wn by the recent investigations, for obtaining an adequate.n v

It is possible that further tests in the valley of Strongwater Brook above
t show that it is practicable to obtain water of good

iland adjacent to the meadow and
wamny land t Hows

'Watertown (II e House Farm)
May 15, 1901

To Mr 0. W. 1 Hale House Farm , W ]n
Sir : In response to your request of May 5, the State Board of Health

svo wells indicated by you on
rdered by Bailey Road and the Oakley Country Club in Watertown,

iter supply for a small institu-
m

ination, to be filled with stoneOn

iuld not be obtained for analysis. A sample
and the

ic matter

In t latter well should
r preventing polluting

•om the surface, the water would be safe and

its immediate water-shed

Wellesley (Wellesley College)
Aug. 7, I<K

To Mass., Mr. E. O. Perkins

Gentlemen ; ] 1 .lul adviito your req

Board posed
ed

tlv turbid and
had a very faintly unpleasantC(
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odor on heating. The water contak
than is found in good ground water
some time slightly polluted and no

a larger quantity of organic matter
and it is evident that it has been at
thoroughly purified in its passage( no

through the ground
collected.

ich the samples were

the sources from which the waterAn examination of the sum
is derived shows that they are pollution by sewag

of poorer quality at some seasons
lie time this examination was made.

and it is not u
of the year tin

Board the opinion that thisConsider'd

water is not safe for drinking

What i.y

June 5,1902,
11To Ih

Health has considered your appli-Gentlemen : The State Boar
lation for advice with reference tc water supply for the town

1 has caused the proposedof Whately, to be taken from Roarin
ngineer .111(1 a sample of the watersource of supply to be examined by it

to be analyzed.

.1 quality fortiie water
It will 1

The result

necessary to guard
dings on the water-

pur 1

gainst dan

h this source will yield, the BoardRegarding the quantity of water w
is unable to expn
can be iu<li>eil fr

at the present time ; but, so far as
available, it seems likely that the

mo

i a greater quantity of water at all
mpply of Whately, and it appears to

natural (low of the Will fill'll
times than would be req

nirce by the construction ofhe practi
if it should be found necessary orstorage reservoirs at

desirable to do so.
tu

Brook is an appropriate source of
'. The Board is further of the

RIn the opinion of t
water supply for tin n of IV
opinion tha
the village of South Deerfield al
supply from Roaring Brook shou

ind that the right to take a water
lot be granted to Whately to thehoul
field.exclusion of the village of South Dec

Wn il A N

Jan
To the Water (

Gentlemen;—The State Board of Health received from you on J
17, 1902, an application for advice with reference to a proposed
upply for t Whitman, in which you state that your plan
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Jan. 23, IE
To the Bi H Tft.

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health, in response to your request,56

has caused the well of the Gurney school on Warren Avenue and its sur-
the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the water has at some time been
lonsiderably polluted by sewage, but subsequently quite well purified

While, in the opinion of the Board, the exam-
iot show that present state, unsafe forwa

, the sources from which the pollution of the water is evidently

rived are located at no great distance, and a change in the conditions
Jtiou of the water may at any time render it unsafe for

The Board would advise that, if the use of this well should be continued,it

in order that any deteriorationtl

not one to be desired, andv'1
r supply that may safely be

availab

Wo
March 6, 190!

To Mr. Arthur P. Hug( Mi
February 24 for theDi- ve

mendation of the State Board ofBoard of Health as to the pro-
the city of Worcester to take water from the “ area reeom-

the city of Worcester,” in the report of the State Board
Health of 1895 relative to a water supply for the metropolitan district, and

■rt opposite page 48, the Board

A c if your present sources of water
-ter used by the city during

reuse of the past few years
the city will very soon equal the capacity of

pared.
The water-sheds of Asnebumskit and Kendall brooks lie contiguous to

water supply, and it is apparently feasible to divert
water-shed lying between

rvoirs by gravity. The water-
be practicable for

.irees at a compar

■rooks andt and Ker(bat A
hown upon the plan
ini water supply for

IV
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Sewerage and Sewage Disposai

The following is the substance of the action of the Board durir
the past year in reply to applications for advice relative to sew era<
and sewage disposal:

Bridgewater.

W. F. Whitmarsh, M.D('i i

The State BoardGextleji A
V

and sew wn of (V

A
& B

row

tv

V

1

,ndM

v

I

The I
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The Bassett lot is not, in the a desn

Board concurs. Two
or disposal works, or:

Town River and the otl nth Brook, and thenear the

submitted give outlines of disposal worl
The location near the Town River is about GOO feet from the water wo

a source of wateritation am
by the Bridgewaters Water Compar the

lily settled [actically all of thivant
of the town could be brought to it by grav

not suitable for the purification of sewage, and, owing to possible dangert suitable for the purification of sewage, and

the town from sew
Board is of theli

}f the sew

of Bridgewater
rtherly side of tlIn the South Brooi

on works coulc
rfflciently ret

ig houses to be unobiectionable, and the sewage could
iondition in

It is desirable to
I.d than nidiai

of pipe sewers froirai

rind water will be excluded, as proposed, will be the
,own of Bridgewater to adopt, and it will be desirable to pre

neathvide u
rind water intwet

If no sewage i
drains car

bout dangerA'

rifled, both as rethat the

South Brook below the works and also on
the effluent will findthe Taunton River nte

v

the Board,

hat can be
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The Board would advise the construction of filter-beds, havi
gate area of from three to four acres with a depth of filtering mater

t and 5 feet over the une ■drains. Enough land shouldat

acquired to allow for enlarging the filter-beds in the future, to pr
the growth of the town.

It appears to be impracticable to collect the sewage from a portion of
the village in the neighborhood of the railroad station and easterly ther
from into the proposed sewerage system by gravity if the disposal wort
should be constructed in the valley f South Brook, and

territory near the railroad stationfrom some of thpump u
will be This can doubtl be done at no great expen
town. The omission of the prop id septic tanks from your plan will

practicable to deliver th wage at the filtration area at a lower
the area from which it will be nece

to deliver sewage into the syste n by pumpir

Hull (Fe Revere).ST

July a, 1

To Capt. Alfred M. Palmer, Depot Quartermaster, U. S. A., 17
Boston, M<

Dear Sir : The State Board of H b received from you on June 20
lative to a proposed sewer system at the post

of Fort Revere, Hull, Mass., accompanied by plans showing the locatior
wers and the proposed outlet on Stony beach, near th
the town of Hull, at a point about 125 feet from shor

and line of low wat
The Board has caused the local ty to be examir ts engi-

nsidered y >ur application and the plans submitt
therewith. The prop* far as can be judged from the infn

lubmitted and are adapted for - thetal
11 of the sewa tl t as prop the |

time. The proposed method of d osing or the sewage by disc
icable to adopt. It is very into the sea is the best that it is pr

wever, that the outlet be extendc beyond the line of extreme low w

from thedanger that floating matters
where they will be liable t

will collt
t.l

avoided. It is understood that the in

Tide gatthat no tide gates will be provide
sewage may reasonably 1.under these circumstances, and th

discharge at all limes
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Lancaster
;PT. 4, 1

,Ith received from you on Angus

dvice relative to the disposal of the
buildings at Lancaster Centr

vice relative tc

tarium and other buildings in South
xisting there we

of the neighborhood, and that it was important that

me suitable manner, and a cop
hat time with the su

ngineer of experience in questions
You were also advised that the qu

{deration in order
instruct

a general

any further advice thanI

mud sewers or

rage of the whole town
that sewers or disposal works which may

r districts may form a part of the

to pursue, under the circumstances, in
ns and providing proper dis-

i of the Board, tr an engu

y to sewage disposal to prepare a phi
age of the thickly settled por-
ikely to be required. Slid

aired can then be built from f
■ed the Board will, upon receipt\

and advise you concerning it

ster (Essex Countv CiMancii
1!

,rd of Health received from you on Oc

iposed system for the disposal of the sewage of your
neer, Mr. A. D. Fuller

Board advise you as to it
ng usually

rmined bv observatioi

Dr. C. C. Becki.ey
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The plan provides for
which it will flow into two sub-surfac
1,280 squav

Iter-bed, haviiur at

ito a meadow and find its way eventu
Provision is ma pipes tin

distributed to the first t\v
through the beds so that the
upon the ground outside of t

The Board has caused the pr
xa milied by one of its

he proposed plan, is of the opinion
f purifying the sewage efficiently if

no advau [IV

angement may mterfe

is. If the pr

tnbution p

ae brook would be polluted thereby, unless some prov

the wage int

In t

If
ler, but if a conside

w

Maynard (American Woolen (

William

Genti.kmex : —'l B

t

reservoir

area located east of the County Ro;
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where it is to he purified by inter-3,000 feet from the pumping station,
mittent filtration. The effluent from
charged into a small stream which fit

im proposed filter-beds will be dis
ws into the Assabet River near the

village of Westva

y of the proposed wor
filtration area is, in the

for collecting and conveying the
opinion of the Board, sufficient forwage to ti

the population which they are designed to serve, and they can be made
lewhat larger population if found necessary in the futureto serve a

Lire proposed filtration area, which is located upon land owned by the
impany in a sparsely settled part of the town, contains soil well adapted

the purification of sewage by intermittent filtration, and the propost
er-beds indicated upon the plans submitted with your application ar

f the Board, capable of caring for all of the sewage likelyin the opinion

to be received from the population which the present sewers are designed
ve if the beds are properly constructed and maintained

The proposed plan will, if carried out, provide for the efficient purifi-
cation of the sewage of the new buildings of the company located in th

intersection of Summer and Parkerh-westerly of tht lv n

nard.Mayn

Whitinsville)Nortiibrii (

Arm

To the Sewer Commitlee, Wkilinsville , Mass., Arthur F. Whitin
f Ilealth received from you on NovThe State BoardGentia m EN

to a system of sewage dii for advice a
the village of Whitinsville in the town of Northbridge, and subsequently

our engineers was received giving anon March 7, 1902, a report from y
werage and sewage disposal for theitline of the proposed plans of

villages of Whitinsville and Linwc
a main sewer beginning near theThe i itted providan

ailed, at the westerly side of there of Whitin’s Ponnortherly

ath-easterly near the northerly bankWhitinsville, and passingv

arhood of the village of Linwoodrmford River to the neighhof the M
a on the easterly side of the Newto a filtration ar

>m the villw Haven & Hartford Railrc ittle over aYork, NT ia
one River. It appears that,nd not far from the Bir irom the lilackstone itiver. it appears mat

f nearly all of Whitinsville and of a large portl
1 can be conveyed to the proposed filtration area by gravityLinwo'

in Whitinsville, including the Whitin cotton mills, is at suchA small a
a low level that it will be necessary to pump the sewage from

d a few other buildings into the proposed main sewer, and it will als
wage from the lower portions of the villag

mneetion with the general systemn

At the filtration area the plans provide for a settling tank in
about 135,000 gallons, through whichtments, having a total capacity

The capa
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the sewage is to pass into a siphon tank having a capacity of 20,000 g
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rdage factory near the nort
Plans for the sewerage of this territory which pr

avieled
id by the Board last year

instructed the whole subv
lered, with a view to select

tli and avoiding

thickly settled parts of the town
idle plan now proposed is intended to provide for the sewer

considered last year. By this plan the sewage from th
at a single outlet about 400

of Bobbins wharf, n
Lane. T

t plan, to be made tributary to the
while the northerly pi

Plie Bo
the advantage ovc

utlet will be provided ir
w prc

the town, where th
iter, and no couside

n relative to the exist
w

that it may be practicable to dispose
lain sewer outlet. It appears that a

provide

ned to extend along Water Streetributar
nanufacturing waste fre

buildii Woolen Ccthe A

serious nuisance. A sewer designed to inter
i proper grade, he extended

This outlcvc
w for the disposal of sewage and does m

The

Board does not advise the con-
now prof

/in ex

populated section of
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■would again advise further study, tc
cost of disposing of the sewage o:

determine the feasibility and probable
the district in question in connection

with the mam outlet
It is important, in designing th lewers, to make adequate provision for

water, and, so far as possible, groundthe sewage and to keep out storm w

■water, since it may be found desira ole to convey the sewage of the town
it outlet or provide purification works.at some future time to a more distant

Nov. 6, 190;

To Mr. Edward B. Atwood, C Board ofHealth, I

Dear Sir ; The State Board of H salth received from you on, Oct. 20,
1902, an application for advice with reference to a proposed system of

'To of Plymouth, accompanied by asewerage for certain portions of the t
roposed to provide sewers and theplan showing the area in which it i

location of the proposed outle
One outlet is intended to provide for the territory between the district

at present provided with sewers in the central portion of the town and the
hood of the cordage works, and is in general:1 area in the neighbor

the territory considered in the previous reply of the Board, dated Sept
1901. The plan at that tin
600 feet south of Eobbins v

rovided for an outlet at low water about
arf. The plan now submitted provides for
3 in approximately the same manner, but

(

th' in

neighborhood of the shore, wherein

tide, the outlet of the sewer is tovery extensive flat x
tance of 1,500 feet from the shore to a channel having a

considerable depth of water at low tide, and through which there is a
.ding directly toward the mouth oftrr

the harbor, while on the incoming tide the current does not set directly
toward to be a thorough mixing of tl■d the shore, so that there is likely to be a t
sewage with the water before it can reach the shore

In Board, the proposed outlet is a satisfactory oneI
disposal of the sewage of the portion of tlthe town which it is

designed t
The cost of disposing of the sewage of the district under consideration

at this place is likely to be somewhat greater than the cost of dischargin
it into the present main sewer outlet in Plymouth harbor, but it appears
that you desire to avoid concentrating any greater quantquantity of sewage at
that place, tvhich is in the neighbor i anchorage ground in
the harbor

The plan submitted also proyides for the disposal of the sewage of thetli
district at the northerly end of the town into a sewer which now receive
the sewage of the cordage works and many buildings in its neighborhood

This sewer now discharges into the harbor on the beach between high and
low tide, and, when the tide is low, fi 'ws over the beach for a considerable
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A. bathing beach in the neighborhooddistance before reaching the water.
ieople, and this outlet under presentis used by a considerable number of p

conditions is an objectionable one.
A channel which has been dredged for boats not far from the present

able depth of water, andoutlet contains at ail times a consider
works sewer should be extended to this channel it is likely that tlr

outlet would be a satisfactory one until the quantity of sew
by the district tributarymuch larger than would be furnishe

at the present time.
we

Rev EKE
ept. 4, r

if the Totvn of Revere, Sir. MichaelTo the Special Committee on Sewera,(

Sullivan, a i

Health received from you on AugustGentlemen : The State Board of
d a proposed extension of the sew5 an application for advice relative t
mtaining the following outline of yourage system of the town of Revere, cr

proposed plan :

Tactically the whole of wnIt is the intention to bring the sewa
Revere (except Xorth Revere and abou it 200 acres at the south-weste

Young’s Hill, so called, and tcthe town), by gravity, to a point below

delivered through an iron force mainThe sewage to be here pumped and
,nd Bar, at a point not less than 1,000 feet
r not less than 2,600 feet from high-water

to sea beyond the end of Cherry Isl
beyond the end of the present sewer, or

,1 to the accompanying mReference may be had for further ■ln

1 Ko, 2; ” also to a copy ot a,1Whitman & Howar neer
ngineer of your Boardreport to same, on file in the office of th

by mea atsYou have also submitted the resul f investi
a in tmovement of the vrater of t

f wind and tidposed outlet under various conditioi
d outlet and its surroui

mined the plans and thi
The Board has caused the propc

xamined by its engineer, and has £ x

xperiments submitted ther with.

nts show that the tidal currents in theThe results of the float experime
extremely weak, and show that t
this place would be influenced vc

vicinity of the proposed outlet are

ivement of sewage discharged at
rely by the direction of the wind, and very little by the mov

les. Under these conditions, floating matters discharged vith tie

when the wind is blowing toward the shor

p on the beaches in the neighborhood
about this outlet are densely populated

by very laro’e numbers of people, the number ot bathers pio a^y

being greater in the summer season in this neighborhood than at any other

pumping station
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place on the shores of the State. Considering the results of the float
experiments in connection with the other circumstances, the proposed
let is not, in the opinion of the Board a suitable one for the disposal in
future of the sewage of the portions of the town of Revere indicated in then

plan submitted
The Board would again advise a care ul investigation as to the feasibility

and probable cost of disposing of the wage of Revere into th
ars possible, from the informationpohtau sewerage system, since it apj

thus far available, that the sewage of the town can be disposed of most
satisfactorily by this plan. The Board would also advfse that the sewerage

the areas in tt xtreme north-easterly and north-westerly portions of
the town be considered at the same time, so that provision can be made
for the disposal of the sewage of these areas whenever it may become
necessary. When you have prepared further plans for the disposal of the
sewage of the town, the Board will, upon application, give von furtherupon application, give you further
advice in this matte:

Swam TT.
May 1, 1902,

7 / mj.

The State Board Health received from you on AprilGextlem
15, 1 the Board relative to the seweragem for the adv

ain plans of sewerage and sewageS' ,t rt

E. Worthington, civil engineer,;1 in a report maddisposal p

I i of all of the sewage ofir

•eceiving basin and pumping station, to be located at the
corner of Humphrey Street and Tuttle’s Lane, so called, in Swampscott,
whence the sewage is to be pumped to an outlet into the sea about 300 feet

Dread Ledge, as shown on plan submitted April 28, 1
By the proposed plan the town is divided into four districts, known

the central section, the western section, the eastern section and the eastern
pumping section. Sewage from the first three sections will flow to the

ravity. The easterly pumpingreserv
h-easterly part of the town extending

id of Phillips beach to the Marblehead line, and
■e. The sewage of thi

distr receiving basin and pumping station
te located near the corner of Atlantic Avenue and Beach Bluff Avenue

of the eastern and central
sections in Atlantic Avenue, at a point about 250 feet west of Ocean
Avem

Profile two main sewers, one for the westerly and a portion of
the central sec ms, and the.other for
lections, inclucl ng also another por avc been
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mbmitted with the application. Details of the proposed receiving basin:
and pumping stations have not been presented, excepting the statement

main receiving basin is to have a capacity of 250,000 gallons, andthat

to be so designed that it can be enlarged if necessary. The sewage
be discharged through an 18-inch iron force main to the proposed outlet
at Dread Ledge

The Board has carefully considered the application and report and
plans submitted therewith. The general plan of collecting the sewage of
Swampscott at a central location and pumping it to an outlet into the sea
at Dread Ledge is, in the opinion of the Board, the best it is practicabl
to adopt. The results of float experiments at Dread Ledge and the experi
ence in the disposal of sewage into the sea indicate that sewage discharged

■utlet will not be noticeable upon any shore or beyond a limitedat
area upon the water in the neighborhood of the outlet

The plan of sewerage submitted appears to provide for all portior
Swampscott whichrequire sewerage at present, and to be capable of beii
developed to serve all parts of the town. The two main lines of sew

,n the westerly section through thethe easterly and the other frone f
in are adequate for the presentcentral section to the pumping start

a larger population than these areas
> growth of the town in the future,

needs, and will remove the sewage froir
now contain, allowing for a consideral

ling station and receiving reservoirThe location of the proposed punq;
and, if the pumping station andindicated on the plan is a suitable on

hr are property constructed, and provision made for ventilating ir
imney of the pumping station the reservoir, screen chamber and
)laces from which an odor of sewage might escape, no odor of sew:
ver be noticeable in the neighborhood of the works.

the
othe

need
apacity of the proposed reservoir and force main is sufficient fT

and, by enlarging the reservoir whetmerits of the townntthe

will meet the requirements of tns of the worttl

ng time in the futu
mnrlp. for

tow
Provision should be made for screening the sewage at the pumping sta-

tion • and it is desirable, in designing the reservoir, to make further pr
atters, if it should be found necess:

5 sewage more thoroughly than can
for the retention of floating mv
rable to remove them from thor de

done by screenir
neral plan of sewerage and sewageThe Board hereby approv

.1 in the application and report nowdisposal for Swampscott as present
submitted

Ta NTON

Jan. 25, 1902,

•flfTo th

Gentlemen : In response to your request for an extension of the time

portions of the city of Taunton westwithin which the sewage from th'
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the Taunton River shall be disposed of upon lands in Berkley, the State
Taunton on Jan. 22, 1902, noticeBoard of Health gave a public hearing in in Jan. 22, 1902, nc

laving previously been published. After this hearing t
Board voted to extend, for three ye 1, 1902, the time within

Inch the sewage from the sections of the city of Taunton indicate!,e city

be disposed of upon lauds in Berkley; so that an essential pi

1 system of sewerage and sewage disposal of Tain
moved by the State Board of Hea ;wage 1'

sections of said city on the westerly side of the Taunton River, shown upon

p entitled “M city of Taunton for proposed
sewerage system. Luther Dean, city engineer, 1897,” filed with the peti-

te sewer commissioners of the city of Taunton in 1897, shall be
sed of upon land upon the Assonet Neck Road described in the com-disposed

;1 Si Board of Health, dated
me 16, 1897, on or before the first day of July, A.D. 11

A .1.A

May 15
Hon. Murray B. Clement, Mayor,

T III

Waltham,xtension of the sewerage system of Walt!
piy

iosed idiu

Charles River, and for the Roberts dis
t t

tended fr
Street near Benefit S

Charles R to the edge of the river to Crescent Par

the Roberts district and
f

C

V

o
lit

i

B
collected [111(1

ntial part and
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pumped into an existing sewer in C icent Street. An outlet for the
sewage of the Roberts district on northerly side of the river would

an by means of a sewer beginning

je

Piprovided when necessary under th
if the river, and extending throwProspect Street on the northerly sid
Tvatiou to Roberts; and it appearthe cemetery and the water works r

wer at a grade of about 1 iuto be practicable, by laying
collect the sewage from the distric ts about Roberts which seem likely to

the future. '1require sewerage for a long time in e second

i is estimated to be 829,500

I the plans and information submittedThe Board has carefully considers
ity to be examined by one of its eutherewith and has caused the

t plan it will be possible to provk
districts under consideration, allowir
the future.

ueers. It appears that by eith
adequately for the sewerage of tin
for a large growth in population ii

ion and disposal of the sewage of■oilPhe expense to the city of tl
nt Park anti Roberts by gravitythe region in the neighborhood of Cr

inch greater than the expenseas provided for in the first plan, won
ies for conveying the sewage fronHid iilan, which vlimit

rtherly side of the river and pumpingRoberts into existing sewers on the n
,ou of Cr nt Park into existing sewers on t

li 1 allowance for the costuntil side of the river n

pumpin

the Board is of the opinion that t
methods of collecting and disposii
d Roberts districts is by pumping t

Considering all the circumstan

two sugmost appropriate
of the sewage of

tc

n

it Park into existwage from the region about Cr theistm

ting the sewage from Roberts wlsouth side of the river, and
Sc f the river tehe north ■t with existingnecessary into a

w

naia sewer from Roberts willBy either of the proposed j t

ithiu a short distance of tthrough the water works reserv
well and filter gallery from wh th water supply of the city
The sewer in this vicinity should I
joints, in order to prevent
mpply by leakage from the sewer. Further investigations may show

om the Roberts distr tivey v r

river at a point furthc
of the city of Newton :

it into 1

wer al

Je of the river, to convey it to Crescent Park, wher
u connection with the sewage from the Crescent Park district. I

void the construction of a sewerto adcone, i

id of the well ar y

the Crescent Par
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Welle LET.
April 26, 1£

Joseph W. Peabodyf itTo th ■nitlee on Sewerage of the 1
he

Health has considered your appli-Gentlemen: —The State Board of
ewerage of the town of Wellesleycation for advice with reference to t:lvice with reference to the

i give the following outlin of your proposed plan :in which you give the following outline

ate a system of sewage collection forherewith submitted contempl
and filtration.

The pla
disposal b

The sew in of the town to be collected by gravityof the western ormain port!
wer to be laid in Washingtc in Street from the summit near top ofinto a tru

‘ Lower I sad, thence in Abbott Road to the head11s Hill,” so called, to Abbott I
rook valley, thence in Fuller E ik valley to a pumping station to beof Fuller I

at the confluence of Fuller and Wabanthe Waban aqueduct bridgelocated

int through an iron force main laid inThe sewage to be pumped from this p<
;om Street, to the filtration area indi-Dover Street, Washington Street and B 1

cated on r
he Lower Falls section into a receivingIt is planned to collect the sewage of t

River, and lift it, by use of ga.basin near the westerly bank of Ch
main in Washington Street over summit of Falls Hill,.igh i

and di into trunk sewer.
r Street subdivision and Upper Fallst Street subdivision,WonThe

it contemplated as needing sewers forindicated on the map, are nsubdiv
a good r

ifted by pumping to discharge into:ions would
the main sewers of the western secti

The alternative of discharging into the metropolitan sewers, provided con-
nection therewith can be acquired,has been considered, and estimates of probabl

item of sewage collection as would becost, together with such changes in th

n compiledne

The Board has considered the plans and information submitted by your
engineer, and has caused the proposed filtration area and the locations of

r works in the town to be examinedand o h1

hv

ided into two portThe We
River opposite Newton, and the otherC

Fuller and Waban brooks which disn t

charge into the Charles 1
:t

The investigations show that it is feasible to collect all the sewage of
the present thickly settled portions of the westerly section of the town at
the proposed reservoir and pumping station, near the junction of Fuller and

aban brooks. An area in the extreme westerly part of the town, whichWc

brook
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is at present sparsely populated, is not provided for definitely in the plans
submitted. Two methods for the sewerage of this area are suggested,

one by a gravity sewer in the valley of Morse’s Pond and Lake Waban and
thence in the valley of Waban Brook to the pumping station, and the other
by pumping the sewage into the sewers of the central portion of the town.
It does not appear essential, from an examination of the plans and infor-
mation submitted, to select definitely at the present time a plan far the
sewerage of these areas, and prov
left for future consideration.

an for their sewerage cai

.sterly section of the town provideThe plan for the sewerage of the €

all of the thickly settledng the sewage from nearly
rvoir and pumping station near thepart of the town at a proposed r
Falls station on the Boston & AlbanyCharles River, near the Newton Lower

y of Rosemary Brook, in the extremeCertain areas in the valEai
thein the portion of the towrly portion of the town, and

lerly end of Walnut Street, i ■e not included in t
that the sewage be ibe pumped frur engine

Ii sewerage become ntral syry, u
ected

wer Falls by gravity, by means of a;ation at

n AVcllCharles Riv
plan would

iered, than pumping th inactory for

wrage only into the sewers, excluditI ie for receivin

ar as possible ; and in ma1 ground waterstorm
ind-water levwrhere sewers are to be laid below

vent leakage of ground wmes w
visions, and should be carefurs. These are important pi

ay be kept as sirv n

1 in a rn area
no dwellimi, and therlated i

Iter-beels. ExlieI
11 and gray

wage ; and an ample area is av
town should continue to grch t

Lhe profiles of the proposed sewers and details of the proposed filter-hcI sewers

Ivise concerhav i

The syste

w'ell adapted for the collection and disposal in a
manner of all of the sewage of Wellesley, and can be readily

developed to serve all portions of the t
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The Board has considered the advisability of disposing of the
if "Wellesley in connection with the metropolitan sewerage system ; but

evident, from the estimates of cost submitted and
nation available to the I al cost

of the sewage of "Wellesley into the metropolitan system w
annual cost of disposal on land within the limits of the tthan the anni

proposed by the plans submitted. It is possible that further invest
might show that it would be of adva town to dispc
sewage of a part or all of the easterly districts into the metropolitar
lewerage system.

Nov. 17, 1902,
Joseph W. Peabody1

vGentlemen : The State Board of H ved from you

publication ntle

report on sewerage there has been tendered to the committee a tramittee a tract of

:d for sewerage purposes which appears to have superiority, as
over the one previously brought to the attentu

Board, and requesting that the Board cause an examination of t
id ad\

posal of the sewage of Wellesley, and as to the relative merits of this area
i

Board has caused the area indicated
xamined ■y

r the disposal of the sewage of W(

An examination of the soil in sev
conside

V
( s

and

t
St

probably none at
In the opinion of the B

d
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posal and purification of sewage would be ample for all the requirements
of the town of Wellesley.

With properly constructed sewage disposal works at this place, receiving
the necessary care, no unpurified sewage would find its way into the brook,
and no injury to the stream or ponds below result.

We TFIELD.
July 14,190!

Ma.To Mr. Arthur S. Kneil, 1
Health received from you on June 7,
the intention of the town of West-

Dear Sir : The State Board of
1902, an application giving notice
field to install a system of storm w ter drainage for the town, and subsi

was furnished by your enginea plan of the proposed drainjuentl r
)rm water drains, one in the valley ofThe plan provides for two main
ion of the main village south of thetraining the northerly porthe br
outlet into the Westfield RiverWestfield River, which is to have an

listance below the present main sewer outlet, and the other in the valley
the brook which drains the southerly portion of the main village south

nto the Westfield Littlethe Westfield River, which will have an outlet into the Westfield Lit
River ar its mout

The northerly drain will take the surface water from the valley of the
northerly brook, with the exception of the flow from two areas, one nea:two ar

the upper end of the water-shed, which is at a sufficient elev
1 Rivethe water can be carried above the top of the dike into the Westfiel

place, and the other an area near the lower end ofat a convenient place, and t
1 of the brook, which is largely farming land, and canwate

ciently drained by the natural w
The southerly drain is designed to serve the entire natural water-she

of the southerly brook, excepting a section near the lower end, win
|uire drainage, ami can be drainednot now re

infflciently by the natural water courses. Water from the upj.

this water-shed can be diverted into the Westfield Little River if it should
rable t

IThe Board has caused the location ir out

examined by

submitted.
It is und verted into t drams

at convenient points. The proj robably

kely to reachycapac

niex
wavr w

apiclly

vertax t
opinion of the Board, tcUnder the circumstar
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,he existing brook channels, so that, in case the drains shouldmaintain
water might flow off in the naturalrcharged, a portion of thebecom

to be discontinued, it will beIf the channels of the brocchannel

best to provide drains of larger caj: acity than now proposed, to avoid
capacity in the draindamage resulting from a ladang

re ground water in the village, and,ins will lower the level of tT
ill doubtless intercept some of theat a sufficiently low level, wif E
into the sewer system, and relieveground water which now finds its way

ewer which is said to occur in theie overtaxing of the mainnew
m of the year,
h of the town will clout)'

wet

make it necessary before manyT1
larging it into the river; and hencerify t fore diyear

1 unnecessary expense in the con-it is very important, in order to av
orks, that the sewage be kept sepa-and operation of purifyingstrue w

rate from the storm water.
The drains now under considerat intended for the removal of

:er and ground drainag' ily, and are not proper channels for
•verflow from the main sewer into thesewage. It appears that there is an

ich dilute sewage is discharged atbrook on Meadow Street through v
nd, in the opinion of the Board, it iigb water in the

o change this on
, and avoid the i:

desir it will discharge hereafter into thet

lie b The Board would advise
)w on Meadow Street, no connectionthat, with the ex

be permitted wit through which sewage may find its
way into them. On the other hand ■which storm watecc

nd no further connectionshe existing sew
I be discharged into the sewers-wh

I be preventedand t tmud wateran

ar

Wre TX AM.
1

Wrentham, Mr. Charles W. Pond,1. f1 /

IleaState I jli-( N

if Mann’sve to tc mv

IVPoi water having

ar thetod i v

I v

receiv

ntral por

from buildings in its neighborhood. At times of high ihigh water th
at such times itdepth is said to I that I

basements of buildings in the vicit the pond are flooded
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and the height of tlThe soil all about the pond is apparently porou
water is probably dependent to a considerable e xtent upon the

but it is probable alsoheight of the ground water in its neighborhood
the pond, which has athat there is impervious soil beneath the bottom

Id ttendency, especially at times of low water, to 1 he water
level of the ground water

rood, and in its presenThe pond has been a nuisance in the neighbor

habitants of the vis evidently a menace to the healstate is evidently a menace to the health of the u
It would be possible to greatly improve the condit if the ponduld be possible to greatly improv u

todit with gravel up to the ordinary summer level of tlivel up to the ordinary sumur
card, if, at the same time, pr

w

mid ;ade forby your board, if, at the same time, provision she pmg

ioding of baitwage and street wash : but the trouble freand street wash ; but ntsn

hewould doubtless still continue, and it o:the cost of a t ugh improve
draining it.an might be lar ran ththe ■el-

le Charles and TauntonThe pond is located near the div betweenidc
a westerly d<1rivers, and it is apparently possible rain it eitht ioni

toward Archer’s Pond or north-eas
Taunton River. It is not possible t

tow inv
I:le wk

draining the tto either■y

ii it

would advmistanccs, the 1! •dtlid hat, before entern

a pond anivementip on
rveym

it of th Th vation of the bottom of
determt ii Idt IS ] >Oll

tove to partly fill the pond,

■\vvel, thana drain at a higher level, ittoin.

the I
t

T
Dart of the village, south-east of South Street. Itthe v

1 by wlty that a drain formerly existc
'Uth-east of this street found an outlet across the street and

flova stIv

Pearl. The Board is informed that a d
lentI

thod of prThe bestv

t

a dr
ilv

rouble from flooding of the district referred to can be prevented.
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Ice Supplie;

The following is the substan if the action of the Board during
1902 in reply to applications for advice relative to sources of
supply

B. N.T
Avo. 7, 1901

To t, a Ith H. cl Boston, Ma
Gentlemen : In response to y r advice as to the qualityr r

nwealth Hygienic Ice Company, theof the ice from the plant of the Conn
Board has caused the works to be examined and samples of the water and

to be analyzed

It appears from this examination that water used for the manufacture
of the ice is obtained largely by condensing exhaust steam from the engine
at the works, which are supplied with water from the city mains. The
water is then boiled and subsequently filtered through charcoal. After
cooling it is filtered again through a layer of felt, and discharged into
freezing cans which are immersed in brine, and all of the water in the can
is

id nearly all of the albuminoider portion of the solid matt
mmonia are removed by distillation; but the water, after distillation, is

lantitv of:l aas an un I contains axl

free ammonia, the presence of the latter being due probably to the fact
that the water is not completely purified 1id by distillation, or possibly to the1

escape of ammonia about the plant. After filtration the water is con-
proved m quality

T the ice which have been examined have been found,v

upon analysis, to contain a larger quantity of organic matter than the water
to the freezing cans, especially in the top of the cake and

present in nearly all of the samplesnun

been found in the ice from other similari

works. It is also found that the ice has at times a distinctly oily odor
as been noticeable in the drinking water tanks in which this ice has

been placed. The presence of the oil is doubtless due to the use of the
am in various engines about the works before it is condensed for freezing

The ich walking over the tops of
the probably find their way into thetI

lie matter in the iccans, thereby increasing the quantit
The Board is of the opinion that it will be necessary to make several

changes in the methoel of operating this plant, before ice of satisfactory
quality can be obtained from it. It is important that the presence of oil
in the ice should be wholly prevented, and this can be done by using dis-
tilled water especially prepared for the purpose. The exhaust steam now
used evidently contains a quantity of oil which is not removed by the
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processes in use. Care shouldbe taken to prevent the pollution of the water
in the cans during the process of freezing to which they are now iosed.

There are certain disadvantages in freezing all of the water pi
use much of the impurity in the water is concentrated in thethe can

last portion of the cake frozen. Th impurities would be largely excluded
i a portion of the water should be allowed to remain unfrozen

■hanges suggested, and allowing a sinIt is probable that by making the
f the cake to remain unfrozen, ice of good qualityportion of the water

for use in drinking water can be obtained from this plant.

Easthampton
Feb 11X12

Delos T. Pepin impton, Ma.

atiou of January 17 for advice as tcSir : In respon 'lieto your ap^
itained from the “ Ox Bow” on the Connecticutquality

anhau River, the Board has causedRiver just aliov .Mmouth of th
mined and samples of the water and of the ice to bethe locality to be ex

lolluted by sewage and by organic;d. The wat r is evidently

re “ Ox Bow,” and a sample of ice cutOx Bow,” aimatters which find ir way into t

i found tfrom this source has mtain much foreign matter
Ox Bow ” is not a suitable sourceThe Board till:

domestifrom which to take i r P'

Fi- a Nr lin
June too;

Mr. Dwight M. HonorT i

application, received Ma}’B,
if the ice taken from Bouc

Gentlemen : In ,est-response tc

;he qualitmg an investigation
pond in Franklin, th Board ha I the pond and its -water
examined by or the water of tts en "1

house indieand 1 to be analyzedth
It appears that t nd from which the ice is taken is situated in

Wachusett Str n Franklin, and is comicth-east with

igh the meadow which drains a thickly populated area brook flowing through the r
in the southerly portion of th

The results of the exarnixamination show' that the brook receives direct-v
buildings on its water-shed, and thatthe

low fiwr ater from tl
pond show that it is gl-Ana water

inted 1 ly n from

ic mattethat it cont

The Board is of the opinion that this ice cannot safely be used for
domestic purposes, and would advise that the further use of the pond as
a source of ice supply be disconth
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Holy IKE

March
Board of He

Gentlemen : In response to yc r request for advice as to the suita-
bility of certain ponds in the neigh hood of Holyoke as sources of ice
supply, the Board has caused wins; sources indi ;ed by you to be

examined and sarr and ice to be anal diter

A pond on Jacob’s Hollow I n South Hadley

The Chicopee River above C
A pond on Darby Brook jus

pec
.verdale Roadast iv

A pond on Tannery Brook near Rivnear Riverdale Road and near the boundary
between Hi and West Spriu

A. pond on Tannery Brook near the Holyoke & Westfield Railroad in the
westerly part of Holy

A pond on stream west of city aim; h

The pond on Jacob’s Hollow Brook is a new one, and appears to be free
in, and, in the opinion of the Board,from serious danger of sewage pollu

rom this pond may be safely used for domestic purp
Analyses of samples of ice cut from iond on the Chicopee Riv

Chicopee Falls last yea ;e of a considerable , quantit

matter, and the Board advised that the ice cut from this pond
ild r lot be used wr here it might come in contact with food or drinking

water. Examinations of additional samples of ice cut from this source
ained last yearduring the present winter give resi

Board sees no rc1 t m tor from
aid act with food or1 wLI

The pond on Darby Brook just re R verdale I ad receives con-tiV

siderable direct sewage pollution, and the ice contains considerable organic
matter, even in the clear ice beneath the snow ice. In the opinion of t
Board, it is not desirable to use ice from this source for domestic purposes.iree for dome

I nd on Tannery Brook just above the Riverdale Road
I receives a portion of the sewage from a large insti-

tution about a quarter of a mile above the place from which the ice is cut
This ice, like that of the previous sample, was made up partly of snow

In the opinionbut the clear ice also contained considerable org

the Board, it
If tpurp'

tlI

referred to should be prevented from entering the brook, it is probable
that

The pond on Tannery Brook above the Holyoke & Westfield RI
is formed by flooding a meadow, and is apparently quite shallow over a
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he water-shed contains a few farm-
ar to be exposed to serious pollution
:ad upon the cultivated lauds. The
ice from this source show that the

considerable portion of its area. T
bouses, but the stream does not appe
excepting possibly from manure spre
results of an analysis of a sample of

mportant, however, in using ice fromclear ice is of good quality. It is i
this source, as well as from other ponds with similar water-sheds, that the
first inch of ice that forms upon the pond be removed when the ice is

which may form by rain or flooding
clear ice formed beneath the first

irvested, including all snow ice or ice
love this first inch, and that only the

ibe retained for use. It is important also that the ice be cut where
water has a considerable depth, and that no ice be used containing

;eds or other organic matter taken up from the bottom of the pond.
An examination has also been made of the water of the stream west of

the city almshouse; but the dam by which the ice pond was formed has
been carried away, and it is not practicable to obtain a sample of ice at
the present time. It is understood that no ice will be cut from this source
during the present winter.

Marbleheai
Sept. 4,19C

Marblehead, Mr. Frank W. Goodwin,THe r

request of Aug. 16, 1902, for advice
rotecting the purity of an ice supply
in Marblehead, from which ice for
the Board has caused the source of

mined by one of its engineers.

Gentlemen : In response to y r

best practicable method
rV. Crowninshield
taken in the past
Hidings to be exa

ate of 13. W. Crowuinshi

I its surroundings to b<
It appears from this examinati hat the ice pond is a shallow one

that the bottom is covered with a
m

led only in winter ndw

vegetable growth during the sum
pollution at the present time are

The principal souvi ar or

latine factory, which has a was[i

ich feeds the pond, a piggery located
it soil used to fertilize the lands in

am whi
-ream, and deposit

,t the number of pigs to be kept here1. It is understood t!
piggery will be very greatly reduced, and, if these and tl:
n them are kept from access to the streams draining into tlar

ill from this source will be prevented.i, danger of serious pollu
If the discharge from the gelatine fathe gelatine factory can be removed from the water-

pond or efficiently purified, and the disposal of night soil withinshed

can be made a suitable source of icethe water-shed prevented, this po
ver, that all veo-etatiou be removedsupply. It will be necessary, how
flooding in the early winter, to avoid
.aken up by the ice ; and no ice con-
d, and this will exclude all ice formed

rom the bottom of the pond be
danger that organic matters may be
taining foreign matters should be us
in the shallow water near the shor
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New Be 3FOR
Feb. 6,19C

To the Board of Health of the City of New Bedford.
Gentlemen : The State Board of Health, in response to your request
January 24 for advice as to the use of ice from Russell’s Pond for

has caused the pond and its surroundings to be exam
ined and samples of the water and ice to be analyzed. The examination
shows that the water-shed of the pond contains many houses and other
buildings, and it is possible that polluting matters may at times find their
way into the pond. It appears also that the pond is quite shallow over a
considerable portion of its area

The only way in which it is possible to obtain ice from this pond which
may be safely used for domestic purposes will be to remove from the ice
the first inch of ice that formed upon the pond, and all snow ice or other
ice formed by rain or flooding above this first inch, and to retain for u
only the clear ice beneath the first inch which forms. It is also important

nations of the pond where there is a
en the ice -and the bottom of the
Is or other foreign substances be

that ice be harvested only from those p
depth of a foot or more of water betwe

pond, and that no ice containing wet
lerved, it is likely that ice whichused. If these conditions are carefully

can be obtained from this sourcely be used for domestic purposi
jsent conditions.

and Other Bodies of Water.Pollution of Ponds, Stream
The following is the substance of the action of the Board during

1902 in reply to applications for advice relative to the pollution of
ponds, streams and other bodie >f water

Agaw v
July 3, II

Mr. Henry E. Bodurtiia, Chairrna ■am , Meif Select

Dear Sir: —The State Board of He alth has considered your application
3r drain in Main and Lane streetsf. 3 the use of a storm w

ality to be examined by one of itswer, and has caused thea

er

The drain in question discharg
Lane Street, in which there is littb

to a ditch on the southerly side ofit

luring the summer season
and. torm water, the discharge of sewhs is a suitable outlet f

able conditions. The Board would;e would create obiectioiat tl
advise that no connections be allow for the discharge of sewage ink
this d

The Board has also considered the conditions caused by the discharge
of mill wastes from the woolen mill of the Agawam Company into the
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our application, and has caused the
ent time the pollution of the stream
dyes, the principal effect of which
water. A considerable relief could
if an arrangement could be made so

Three Mile River, as requested in y
sality to be examined. At the pres
caused by the discharge of spent

appears to be the discoloration of the
doubtless be obtained for the present
that the spent dyes would be discharged only at times when the wheels are
running, or when there is a considerable flow of water in the stream below
the mi

of the Board, to prevent the pollu-
treams and waters about the village
and the Board would advise that a

It is very important, in the opin
tion of the Three Mile River and t

'll

u

aauufacturing refubv sew

al of the sewage of the village andplan be prepared for the proper di pc
dons of the plan as might be required
milt, and the pollution of the waters

the wastes from the mill. Such p<
from time to time could then be
about the village prevented.

r

Dam CommitteeCharles River
Jan. 23,1

To Henry S. Pritchett, Chairman of ia

Board of Health, so far as it relates
is the work required in relation to
1 waters under the provisions of the

Sir : The public work of the State
to the proposed dam in Charles River

ral oversight and care of inlar
Public Statutes, and the work upon the examination of sewer outlets and

apter 104 of thef sewage disposal under the provision
Acts of 1901.

mid be located a short distance aboveThe proposed dam, it is assumed, w
ambridge, and would raise the wateCraigie’s bridge, between Boston and (

the Boston city base. The iufonna-to a constant level about 8 feet above
sewage discharged into the river and;ed refers to the quantity of

the delation of this quantity to the flowibutaries above the dam, and
ic built, and the effect of such discharg'>f the stream after the dam shall 1

upon the sanitary condition of the river
posed dam, drains an area of aboutThe Charles River, above the pr

square miles. Near Dedham there is a channel leading from Charles River
wn as Mother Brook, and it has beeninto the Neponset River, which is kn

is entitled to one-third of the waterdecided by the courts that Mother Br
diversion. Taking out one-third of thethe Charles River at the point of

ie total water-shed of the river at thedrainage area above Mother Brook, t
proposed dam is approximately 239 iquare mi

iver water-shed is, for the most partThe upper portion of the Char
,r the extreme upper end of the watesparsely populated. At Milford, i
larging into the river the sewage fronicre are two sewer outlets dis

about 600 people. At Milford, Franklin and Medway, manufacturinle. At Mil
d into the stream from factories and mills atwastes ar
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places; but, so far as known, the
stream between those at Milford

are no other sewer outlets into thisre
.1 the proposed basin, a distance of
le river above the latter point is more

an
about 56 miles along the river, and the
free from direct sewage pollution than any other of equal size in the east
era part of the State

The sewage from Cambridge, on the northerly side of the proposed basin,
is collected into a branch of the north netropolitan sewerage system, which
discharges at Deer Island. The sew age from Waltham and Watertown

an the northerly side of the river abov Cambridge, and the sewage of New-
ton, Brisrhton, Brookline and the Ba Bay district of Boston, together with
sewage from the westerly side ity proper bordering on the Charles
River and from the valley of Stony I ne of its tributaries, find an
outlet through the main drainage sy m of the city of Boston at Moon
Island

The sewers of Waltham, Watertown and Newton are constructed upon
kept separate from the sewage. In■ate plan, storm wat u

nd Boston tBrighton, Br vers are constructed largely on the
combined plan, and receive both sew age and rain water. When the main
drainage and metropolitan sewers w built, and intercepted the local

nections with the intercepting sew-wers, valves were placed at t
ers whereby the flow of local sew times of storms is largely shut off

; sewers, and discharges through the former outlets;
rdering Charles River these outlets discharge into the

from rcoptmg sewers, and
and m the d

river or its tnbut

Since the Boston main draina tem was constructed a much larger
area has been connected with than was originally planned ; and th

I from the districts having corn-quantity of rainfall that can be r
bined sewers as a whole is much s

iv

at present than is provided foru ai

in the original plan

bridge theOn the north side of the river in C •s were constructeda
normally, and s wage anti storm waterwere receivedupon the combi n

into the sewers. At the connections with the local sewers valves are placed
similar to those on the Boston side of the river, by which the excess of flow
at times of storms is discharged through original outlets into Charles River.

aw being built in Cambridge whichthe separSev ra ar n

n sewer, without shut-off valve
and, in connection with sewage from the storm wal

which discharge directly isewers have been
river. The capacity of the Cam anch of the metropolitan

sewer for receiving storm water is rn a greater than the capacit
metropolitan and B nth of the river ; and the
quantity of mingled sewage and storm water discharged into t

less in Cambridge in proportion to the area than ii
The total number wers
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iposed dam is about 30. There are
from sewers in the valley of Stony
and storm water may be discharged

into the Charles River above the pn
verflows, so far as known

n which mingled sewBrc
;o that stream at times of storms.
The calculated quantity of sewage discharged into the river and Stony

is equivalent, at the present time, in
)w of the river would be lowest, to the

Brook from these various overflows
a dry season at the time when the fl

arging continuously ; but this sewagesewage of about 4,300 people, disch
does not, as a matter of fact, dischar re continuously, but at irregular inter-

along the shores of the basin and along
}r a thorough dilution. To this should

vals during rains at many outlets all
Stony Brook, a condition favorable f

persons in houses along Beacon Street
which are said to have independent

be added the sewage of about 1,000 pe
in the Back Bay district of Boston, w
outlets into the river.

The Boston main drainage system receives at the present time the sewage
from a very much larger area than that for which it was originally designed

now'll as the high-level sewer, is now7and a new main intercepting sewer
being constructed from the Back
south-easterly direction across Bo
Island. This sewr cr is designed

ay district of Boston in a generally1

n and Quincy to an outlet near Nut
take the flow7 of sewage from, the

wer and areas in the Back Bay distrCharles River valley metropolitan st
of Boston, together with the sewag
and West Roxbury, which now 7 flows
and to convey it, with other sew7ag
This sewer, which is of very large

portions of Dorchester, Eoxbury
into the Boston main drainage system,
, to the new outlet near Nut Island.
lize, will, when completed, receive all
valley metropolitan sewer, with addi-
districts, and of a large portion of the

of the sew 7age of the Charles River
tions from some of the Back Bay
Stony Brook valley, and it will provide for removing many times th

quantity of storm water which can now be received into the Boston in
drainage system ; at the same time, by relieving the Boston main drain

system of the flow of the Charles River valley and other sewers, the com
pletion of the high-level system will greatly increase the capacity of the

Boston main drainage system for removing storm water.
After the high-level sewer is built, probably within two years, it is cal-

culated that the quantity of sewage that will discharge through the storm
overflows, in a dry season when its dilution by the flow of the river would
be the least, would be equivalent to the sewage of about 2,400 people, and,
adding the population in houses along Beacon Street, to 3,400 people, dis-
charging sewage all the time ; but this discharge, as already indicated, will
take place during rains at irregular intervals and at numerous outlets all
about the basin.

Comparing the quantity 7 of sewage that would be furnished by 3,400

people with the estimated flow of the river for the three driest consecutive
mouths that have occurred within the last twenty-seven years, the dilution
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be far greater than the amount whichthe flow of the river alone wouldby

vention of objectionable conditionregarded as essential for the p
under such circumstances.

The condition indicated herein whi 3 will exist when the high-level sewer

aodified by future growth of popu-,'stem is completed will doubtless t
tion and changes in the systems ol lewerage. If nothing further should

the river or its tributaries throughdone to prevent sewage entering
irm overflows after the construction of the high-level sewer, it is unlikely

lewage discharged into the basinrease in the quantit
rough such overflows would prodir
aterial enlargement of the area serve

■e objectionable conditions. Ath

I by combined systems of sewers
impossible under existing laws, and the work of separating the servag

rovided with sewers upon the corn-n the storm water in areas already p
red plan has been undertaken within the district tributary to the basin

age entering the basin and its tribu-n m the quant will

lually come about if this policy iswill gr storm ov
Ihered to, and the sanitary i
lould be adhered to.

rf the district require that it
■li'

pollution of the river can be pre-A considerable fraction of the pn
nted by constructing an intercept:

n

r which shall take the sewag
Beacon Str urging directly into the riversv

vel system. T lie, the amount of sewage

it present or likely to enter at anyring through the stor
ared with the flow of water in theill, comare time would

river, that it could not be regarded as a menace to the health of those
ating upon the basin or living upon its border

Cohasset
May 1, 1

To Thomas Mannix M,/ rv , C

Board of Health has considered your application for
netery on the southerly side

North Main Street in Cohasset west of Sohier Street and north
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad would injure the water sup

Sir : T

Cohasset Water Company would be injuri-
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Harwich ('W'ychmere Harbor).
Oct. 2,1902.

To the Board of Health of the Town of Harwich , Mr. Ambrose N. Doane,
Chairman.

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health received from you on Sept.
18, 1901, a communication relative to offensive odors caused by seaweed
collecting along the shore on the westerly side of the jetty' at Harwichport,
and requesting that the State Board of Health examine the locality and
advise you as to the removal of the objectionable conditions complained
of. Subsequently, on May 13, 1902, a second communication was received
from your board, stating that the waters of Wychmere Pond at Harwich-
port had suddenly become polluted, and requesting this Board to examine'
the conditions prevailing there, and advise your board as to the proper
course to pursue in order to abate the nuisance.

In response to these applications, the Board caused Wychmere Harbor
and the seashore at Harwichport t
the past summer by its engineers;
at these times, and there was no ev

o be examined at different times during
but no offensive odors were noticeable
idence of serious pollution of the waters

Wychmere Harbor. The dc it of seaweed in the harbor does not
ppear to be increasing at present, and is not exposed at low water

excepting possibly 7 at one or two
noticeably offensive. The harbor r
ings at two or three places, but the
the water is not noticeable.

points, and, unless disturbed, is not
eceives sewage from neighboring build-
quantity is so small that its effect upon

ard, received on September 12, states
■eu noticed since the last examination

A communication from your bi

that no objectionable odors have b
was made, in midsummer, and t
unnecessary. This Board will, t

you consider further investigation
fore, take no further action in the

lat

ieri

matter
Hud: N

Oct. 2, IflC
To the Board of I. , Mr. Nathan Russell, Secretar'he Town of Hi

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has considered your applica-
tion for an examination of the condition of Give Brook in the town
Hudson, and advice as to the sources of the pollution of the stream, ;urces of the pollution of the stream, and

aused the locality to be examined by one of its engineer

pies of the water to be analyzed.
It appears that Clyre Brook is a small stream flowing from the vicinity

of the rubber factory through a thickly built-up portion of the town to
a large mill pond, known as Bruce’s mill pond. Sewage and wastes from
the rubber factory at the upper end of the stream are discharged directly
into it, and it receives also, directly and indirectly, the sewage from a large
number of dwelling houses below the rubber factory. The water flowing
in the brook has the appearance of sewage and has an offensive odor.
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The results of analyses of samples of water from the brook show that
the evidences of sewage pollution are greater at the upper end near thereater at the ui
rubber factory than at the lower end but, even if the sewage and was
from the rubber factory should be diverted from the brook, it is probab
that its condition would still be offensive, on account of the sewage di:
charged from buildings farther down the stream.

In the opinion of the Board, the best method of improving the condition
of Clye Brook is to construct a sewer in this valley to receive the sewage

of the rubber factory and of the houses now draining directly or indirectly
into the stream, and remove it to some suitable place of disposal.

It appears from examinations made by the Board that sewerage is
required in other portions of the town, and that at some places sewage
is discharged into drains intended for form water, a very objectionable
method of providing sewerage, which if continued, is liable to cause the
town much trouble and expense in the

The Board would advise that any se
future.

wers or other works constructed for
the removal of sewage from Clye Brc r other places in the town which
require sewerage, be so located and c rstructed that they may form a part
of a general system for the village in he future. The Board would alsc
advise that surface water and grour I water be kept out of the sewers,
since surface water and ground dra mage can, if not mingled with sewage,

water courses without offence. Theallowed to discharge into local
quantity of sewage to be disposed
much smaller than would otherwise
of it greatly reduced.

by the town will in this way be kept

be the case, and the cost of disposing

Mam ESTERi

Aug. 7, 1

To the Water C •f Manchester, Mr. N. P, Meldram>f the 1

Gentlemen ; The State Board Health received from you on July
Iviee relativ ,o the protection of the water supplyque

of Manchester from p
tain places within the

posal of night soil and garbage atb I

rw Mill Brook, in the valley of whichS,ater-shed

which ythe w now drawn are situated, and hasply is nowiter snf
1 to beI 1 by one of its engineer

It appears from t jrnished by you that night soil 1
Leach Mount
Mill Brook, a

been d

va
m the v 1,( west of the v
the water su

An examination v
the westerly side of the main road from Manchester to i
distance south of one of the main tributaries of Saw Mill Brook, which is
a place of disposal for gar I in M
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There is no doubt that Saw Mill Brook has been polluted by the disposal
of night soil near Leach Mount in the westerly part of its water-shed ; and
it is evident, from an examination of the surroundings of the piggery, th
much polluting matter from this place also finds its way into the strean

The deposit of night soil at the place about 1,000 feet }vest of the w
I of Saw Mill Brook is so located that
; probably enters the brook below the

in the lower part of the water-she
the surface drainage from this plao
wells: but it is evident, from the

iIV

character of the soil, that the liquid
portion of the material deposited at this place will find its way readily into
the ground, the soil being porous, and may, in this way, affect the quality
of the water of your wells. It is not practicable, however, to determine
from a superficial examination of the ground whether any of the ground

rs the wells, and in order twater from this neighborhood ent mm

a careful observation by nthis it would be necessary to ma test
Kind watwells upon the movement of the gr

In the opinion of the Board, it
the water of Saw Mill Brook above

is very important that the p
the wells should be prevent

ion of

which enters the wells fris probable that part of the w
water supply of Manchester is drawn derived from the brook by filtra-i

y important to prevent the deposittion through the ground. It is cspecia

1 at any place from which groundpolluting matters , upon the groin

while the deposit of night soil atwater may drain toward the well a

he wells may not at present affectthe place about 1,000 feet west t

that the use of a placethe quality of the water, safety req .nr

ntinuedwells for this purpose should be dis
The Board would advise that tl i providet

the dispo: nil whereby the danger of the pollutioncage and night

11of the water supply of the town avoi

Mattapan Improvement A iation (Neponset Eivi
Ma

John E. Savage, (I •I

Health has consideredGentlemen : The State Board f

ition of the Neponset River, ascation for information relative to tl c

npared with the conditions existing when aY live ym

;le by this Board Lcspecial report upon tins stream v n

No thorough examination Neponset River, suet
•equired in order V to answer fully the questionain the da n

made by the Board since 1897, thepresented in your application, has I
•ed to was presented to the Ireport r
,ble to advise you definitely as to theid the Board is, therefor

i have taken p! at tinc

ver and meadc pared wit
was mad
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Judging from such chemical analyses of the water of the river as-have
been made in the years since 1897, and such other data as is available
:he Board is of the opinion that the conditions in this valley have con
tinued to grow worse since the special investigation of 1897

Noethb 'ROUGH
Oct. 2,19C

To the Board of Selectmen and Other Citizens of the Town ofNorthboro,

Gentlemen : The State Board of Health received from you on August

i petition protesting against the disposal of the sewage of the Lyman
School for Boys into the Westborough sewage beds, and stating that the
imperfectly purified effluent from these beds goes into the Assabet River.

It appears that the disposal of the sewage of the Lyman and Industrial
Schools into the Westborough sewerage system was authorized by the
provisions of chapter 90 of the Resolves of 1902, and the Board is
informed that works for the disposal of the sewage of the Lyman and
Industrial Schools, under the provisions of the above resolve, are now
under construction.

1 the Assabet River toIn response to your petition the Be ard has can
idered the results ofbe examined by its engineer and h fully

the operation of the Westborough sewage disposal works and the condition
the Assabet River below the filter-beds, as shown by numerous anal

iples of theriver waterand of
jral ye

v Isa the filter

at a point about 1,000collected at frequent intervals during sev
feet below the filter-beds

These results show that previous to the reconstruction of the outfall
iewer and filter-beds in 1899 both crude and imperfectly purified sewage

were discharged from the Westborough filter-beds into the Assabet River
but that since the outfall sewer and filter-beds were built by the town of
Westborough in 1899 the filter-beds have been of ample capacity for the
thorough purification of all the sewage of the tt

,1 anaRe
om show that, owing to lack of proper care in the maintenance and

oner:
e properly operated,
Westborough.and this Board so i

The results of r
t

at of the Wtime

the Board, the condition of this stream in Northborough is not at present

While t
into the We

IVt tuantity of
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beds are, in the opinion of the Board, of sufficient capacity to purify satis-
factorily all of the sewage likely to be conveyed to them, for the present
at least, including that which will be contributed by the Lyman and Indus-
trial Schools, in such a manner that the effluent will not have an effect
upon the Assabet River unfavorable to the health of those living upon its

ieds can be enlarged in the futurebanks, and the Westborough filte
without special difficulty.

Waltham
July 3,1902,

To the Board ofHealth of the City of Waltham
of Health received from you on OcGentlemen : The State Board

13, 1900, an application for advice
burial purposes of a part of the Mt

as to the probable effect of the use for
Feake cemetery hitherto unused which

lies near the water works reservation ; and since that time, with the
assistance of the water works authorities, observations have been made
by the Board for several months upon the height of water in various test
pits along the edge of the cemetery in the neighborhood of the water works

water from the well from which thepumping station, and many samples of
pply is drawn have been analyzed.

how that ground water from por-The results of all the observation
t of the present well, in whichMt. Feake cemetery north

ade, is finding its way into the wemany interments have already been m
posed to further develop within theThe area of laud which it is now prc

already developed, but the obser-cemetery is not so near the well as ar
robably within the area from whichvations show that it is, nevertheless, ]

ird the well.the ground water at present flows tow
The results of analyses of water fre n the well have shown for several

the ground into the well is beingyears that the water passing through
oration in the quality of the waterrolluted; and there has been a dete n

ase in the quantity of iren the well, owing to an in

has not yetpresent in the wat
in the quantity of iron is doubt-noticeably affect its quality. The inc

red water into the well from Charleperfectly
River, and in part to pollution of tl mud waters tributary to the we

Waltham in 1897 the 1atiou to the mayor

rioration in the wgested, as possible remedies for t !■

y supplying water to the filter basinwage be removed from the terntc

nished so that it should not exceedth iidraft from t

re the quantity of iron began
secured for the additional wa

mut drawn u

I that another sou
•r the city

yet been extended into the t£It c
; at that time, though plan
n prepared. The quantity

wells w wc

this territory have now
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used by the city iu 1901, moreover was 50 per cent, greater than in 189
than twice as great as at the time the quantity of iron iu thanc

water began to increase. Under the rcumstances, it is likely that the
quality of the water will continue te

There is no doubt, in the opinion
d teriorat

the Board, that the use of the land
in the south-westerly part of Mt. Fea cemetery bordering Charles Kivei

auditions affects unfavorably the
r

ary purposes under present
the water of the well, and the use of the area indicated for

development will have a further uu arable effect upon the quality of there-

water. Under these circumstances, it is desirable, in the opinion of the
Boa the portions of the lands in the cemerev velopment

tery indicated in your application, ant
that are within 1,000 feet of the wells.

and the further use of other sections

TTestborough.
June 5, 1902,

Tc d of Health of the Town of IT h.

Gentlemen : The State Board Health received from you on Apri 1
23, 1902, a communication stating that sewage from some of the buildings
of the Lyman and Industrial School was overflowing upon the grounds
near the buildings and finding its wa y into the highway, and requesting
this Board to suggest a remedy for the

In response to this request, the B
nuisance thereby created.

I has caused the locality to be
■xamined by one of its engineers, and nds that the conditions now exist-

were found to exist at the time of:lic

previous examination by this Board in the latter part of 1899, and that
anpurified sewage from some of the buildings is discharged upon the

water course
On Oct. 5, 1899, the Board advised the trustees of the Lyman and

Industrial Schools to employ an engineer of experience in matters relatin
to sewage disposal to investigate the feasibility and probable cost of di

meet Vi! of W
boroi wn system

It appears that the trustees have employed an c
caused

1

General Gom-been passed by the General Court (chapter 90, Resolves of 1902), author-
ize itract for the disposal of the sewage of the Lyman and Industr
Schools
Westbori

In vie’
the town

v

the B
matter at present, except to liastci

as

by W
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Oct. 2,19C
To the Sewer Commissioners of the Town of Westborough.

Gentlemen : In response to a petition from the town of Northborough
relative to the discharge of imperfectly purified sewage from the West-
borough filter-beds into the Assabet River, this Board has caused the con-
dition of the Westborough filter-beds and the method of their operation to
be examined by its engineer.

It appears from this examination and measurements of the flow of sew-
age that the filter-beds are of ampl capacity for the efficient purification

if all of the sewage of the town of W thorough at the present time, includ-
ing the sewage likely to be received fr m the Lyman and Industrial Schools

n September 5 and 9, all of the sew-At the time the beds were visited,

and covered only about one-fifth ofage was flowing upon one of the bed
the area of this bed. Sewage had evidently been disposed of in this way
for several days at least; and a sample of the effluent collected subse-
quently while these conditions still continued showed that the effluent flow-

quality than these beds are capabling from the bed was of much poorer

1. In order to secure satisfactoryof producing when properly operate
purification of the sewage of Westbor
of the Board, that the beds should be

mgh, it is necessary, in the opinion

levelled, so as to secure an even dis-
tribution of the sewage, and that th sewage should then be discharged

upon them intermittently at frequent intervals, and not allowed to run for
several days upon a single bed or a portion of a bed, as is now the case.

West Sfi INC FI ELI

ird of Health of Mr. S. A. BkagII71

Ilealt I from you on JulyGentlemen : The State Board of
28 an application requesting an examination of certain possible sources of
pollution in the water-shed of Bagg Brook, used as a source of waterI

apply by the town of West Sprit sed
cated by you to be examined by one of its e

It appears that the town of West Springfield draws water from Bagg
Brook and pumps it directly into the street mains of the town. The

utiou referred to i
of the south-west branch of the stream, about three-quarters oftr

the point Atn

buildings from which polluting drainage evidently finds its way into ther

brook. In the opinion of the Board, the health of those v
uda

jere 1

vented.
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Bagg Brook drains a cultivated territory, and there is danger of the
used to fertilize the lands within itspollution of the brook by material use(

water-shed. Danger of the pollution o
should be prevented, if the use of the br

in of the water from this cause a

should be prevented, if the use
is to continue.

a source of water su|

Weymouth (Wm man’s Pon
Dec. 20, 1902

To Mr. Edward J. Parker. Ila.

Dear Sir : The State Board of He :alth received from you on August
ditiou of Whitman’s Pond in Wey-
its surroundings to be examined by

2 1 a communication relative to the con
mouth, and has caused the pond a

r, and collected information as to cases of malarial sickness in
the neighborhood of the pond

As a result of the investigation made by the Board, it appears that there
of malarial disease in recent yearshas been a considerable number of case:

in the northerly part of Weym cases near the pond
Whether these cases may have been aused by any condition existing in

mation now available to the Board.
C£

the pond cannot be .stated with the inf
At the time the pond was examin its bottom was exposed over a very

it appeared to be clean and dry,its area. In most plac
but in some places there w of standing water, and other condi-

•vement.tioi i may perhaps require imp
The Board will make a further f the cases of malarialx n

Weymouth during the n warm season, and will then advise
and take such action as may be

■x
i,the information obtainsyou

necessary in the matte

Eules and Regulations for the Purpose of preventing the
Pollution and securing the Sanitary Protection of

in Compliance with Requests
Cities and Towns under the

roes of "Water Supply
m the Authorities of

Provisions of Chapter 75, Section 113, of the Revised
Laws.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised
Laws, authorizing the State Board of Health to make rules and
regulations for preventing the pollution and securing the sanitary
protection of sources of water supply, rules and regulations were
made for the protection of Cape Pond in Rockport, used as a source
of water supply for that town, and for the protection of Elder’s and
Assawompsett ponds in Lakeville and Middleborough, used as

f water supply for the city of Taunton
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75, Revised Laws, Section 4).

AA'orcester Insane Asylum.

trustees of the AYorcester Insane
State Board of Health of a tract
borough and Shrewsbury, as a lo

A request was received from the
Asylum for the approval by the
of land lying in Grafton, AYest-

ication for farming and colony pur-
lum. The proposed tract contains
in the water-shed of the Assabet

poses in connection with the as} 7
about 500 acres, and is partly
River and partly within that c
Board approved the location Au

f the Quinsigamond River. The
■r . 7. 1002.

Financial Statement.

Api it

act to protect theFor carrying out the provisions of th purity of
Board of
r supply,

a with the State
systems of wati

nd to require consultatiw

Health regarding the establishment
drainage and sewerage, .

of

Salaries, including wages of laborers atLawrence Experiment Station, $25.20(

1 materAP
Kent of La
Use of tool

lit Static
id office, Lawrence Exp* I Stahorm

21 8:Travelling exper
Express charges, 1,070 11

94 04Stationery and drawing material
Books, maps and blue-prin
Services, reading gauges and collectir
Telephone messages, .

iampl

Special investigation
Miscellaneous,

10 14Reconstructing laboratory building at wrenc1 a

99 44Total

■ok the Year
s and others :

Statistical Tabli 1902.

Applications for advice from cities, tow
Relating to water supply,
Relating to ice supply,
Relating to sewerage and drainage
Relating to pollution of streams,
Miscellaneous, ....

n
54
6

19
10

4

Tota

Number of samples of water examined chemically and microscopically
at the laboratory, Room 502, State House, ......

Number of samples of sewage and effluent from sewage purification
works examined chemically at the laboratory, Room 502, State llous'

Public Institutions (Chapter
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Number of samples of sewage, water and ice examined chemically am
bacteviallv at the Lawrence Experiment Station,

.... 321
Number of samples of sand examined chemically at the Lawre

Experimen
sr of samples of sand examined mechanically at the LawrenNumber of sampl

Additional samples examined bacterially at the Lawrence Experiment

r B. coli in 1 and 100 cubic centi-Samples of water and ice examined for B. coli in 1 and 100 cubic ce:
3C

ih examined for INumber c
Total number of samples examined,

Force employed at centn
Chief Engineer, .

Assistant engineers,
1

Stenographers and oler’
Messenger, . 1

11
At laboratory, Room 502, State Hons

Chemist, 1
Assistant chemist:
Biologist,

mograr

At Lawrence Experiment Station
Assistant chemists,
Bacteriologists,
Other assistants and laborers

Total ordinary force

The number of applications for advice under the provisions of tl
acts relating to water supply and sewerage, received since Jub
1886, when these acts first went into operation, is as follows :

• N

Experiment Station
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I\E CO MM EXDAT IOX

The Board recommends the continuance of its investigations now
being carried on authorized by the prov

ections 112-122.
ions of chapter 75 of

the Revised Law
d to make the necess
wns, corporations and

For this purpc ary investigations in
individuals in regard
intended or existing
ng of sewage, and to
f the Revised Laws,
the sum of $34,000

tin
tcorder to advise citi

to the best method
water supplies and

of a uring the purity of
)ost method of disposi
isions of chapter 75 c
Board estimates that

tlic 1
■arry out the other prov

thesections 112-12:
will be required.

HENRY P. WALCOTT
HIRAM F. MILLS
GERARD C. TQBEY
JAMES W. HULL,

CHARLES 11. PORTER
JULIAN A. MEAD,
JOHN W. BARTOL

Stale Board ofHealth
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INDE X CITIES ANDOF TOWNS

TV S ConSu.

Adams Fire District,
.... 10 Nortoi

Ashfield, ...... 11 Palmer,
Bedford (school committee), .

. 12 Plym 40
Brookline (Holzer-Cabot Company), . 12 Rockp<
Concord (Massachusetts Reforma- Salisbur (Wm. B an) 41

>ry), 1 42
Concord (Middlesex school), . . 14 Shirley,
Deerfield (South Deerfield Water Sup- 4

District), . . , . 15,16 Sprii 44, 48
Everett, 17 .ug 49
Framingham (Dennison Manufactur- Sturl (Fisk dale Mills) 49

ing Company), 17
Franklin (W. J. Whiting)
Gloucester, 18 W i (Hale H

(Wellesle
T. Farm)

Greenfield (Wiley & Russell Manu- W College),
facturing Company), . . 19 I W 54

Hadley, 19 W I
Hingham 20 Wore
H
Holyoke (Wm. Skinner Manufactur-

ing Company), 25 I Bridgew
Hyde Park, 25,26 I Hull (Fi t Revere)
Lawrence, 26, 28 I
Leominster, 29 M (Essex C <

Lexington, 31 Ma (A Woolen (

Lynnfield (J. F. Smith) pany)
Ma (Win ille)
Milfor 4
Milton
Milton (Oliver H. inlanders)
Montague (Miller’s Falls Company),. 87 T
Nantucket (Siasconset) W

Natick, 88 ! W
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Con C(r<N.

Public /.

State Colony for the In: 94

Westfield, 74 Harwich (Wychmere Harbor)
Wrentham 75 Hudson,

Manchester, .

Ice Supplies. Mattapan (Neponset River),
Boston (Commonwealth Hygienic Ice Northhorough,

Company), ...... 77 Waltham,
Easthampton (Delos T. Pepin), . . 78 Westborough,
Franklin 78 West Springfield,
Holyoke, 79 Weymouth, .

Marblehead, 80
New Bedford, 81 Rules ««<* R>

Tauntor
81Agaw

CharlesRiver Dam Committe
Coha

Rock port


